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DEESIDE WAVES-AN INITIAL SURVEY
By ALAN MIDDLETON

On November 2,1972, John Monteith (USA) and Mike Mahon
(GB) broke the multi-seater UK absolute and gain of height
records by flying a Capstan from Aboyne to 7,620m (approx
25,OOOft), gain 6,705.6m (subject to homo:ogation). The two
reports below, by Alan Middleton, CFI, who was granted the
1970 Churchill Award to investigate waves at Aboyne, and
Mike Garrod, whose long search tor high wave flights culminated in a flight to nearly 23,OOOft at Aboyne last year, will
give a good idea of the existing possibilities.

ITUATED some 30 miles inland
S
from Aberdeen, the Deeside Gliding
Club's site at Aboyne on the north bank
of the River Dee is almost completely
surrounded by highland, thereby being
in an ideal posjtion to investigate waves
in different airstreams. The Gramp:an
Mountains consist of a highland plateau
with an average altitude of 2,ooOft,
topped by groups of higher mountains
rising to over 4,OOOft, and deeply dissected by fault and glacial action. The
Dee valley is an example of the latter.
As airmasses tend to be typical of their
direction, which is easy to establish, wave
systems also are classified by wind
direction, and it has been illscovered that
their reproduceabil1ty is very noticeable
but far from complete.
NATURE OF WAVES

Waves at Deeside occur in every month
of the year, though more frequently in
the periods March-April and SeptemberOctober, and often in spells of 3-4 days.
The normal vertical extent of waves is
between 6,000 and 12,OOOft; higher climbs
should become more common as Cltperience is gained. Weaker systems of
the "evening thermal" variety, on the
other hand, might produce lift to only
2,000ft and last half an hour.
The lower limit of smooth wave is indicated by the height of the stable layer
_usually 'an inversion between 2,oooft
and 5,ooof1. Below this is an airmass
whose turbulence is severe and peculiar
to wave, probably, a mixture of wind
shear and rotor, though the latter is not
distinct at all. Instead of "cobblestone"
turbulence, it resembles a series of
"karate chops" which spreads the dust
2

(and anything else) around the cockpit!
Lift and sink can be very strong but fragmented; it is worth delaying release till
(a) 500ft, are gained in continuous lift,
(b) smooth lift is encountered, or (c)
cloudbase is reached.
Wind directions in the turbulent layer
might be quite different from the upper
wind, especially below I,OOOf1. First,
the lower wind tends to align with the
valley, so that with a strong upper crosswind surface winds are light and westerly.
Such conditions aggravate the turbulence
from ground to wave level. Moreover,
the upper wind will occasionally
"break thrQugh" to the surface, presenting problems to aircraft on or near the
ground. Secondly, due to the rotor
motion of the turbulent layer, surface
winds are light or reversed under the
crest, strong and "true" under the
trough. Thes~ effects are more noticeable
when the w~velength is increasing, and
can be predicted by the position of the
wave clouds.
Cloud formations associated with wave
can build up extremely rapidly. Gaps
are not to be trusted and the importance
of knowing one's position is especially

pronounced when much of the ground
is unlandable and uninhabited. Otherwise
they provide ideal signposts to the position of lift which can then be worked
as ridge, under the sartle rules. Under
conditions of no cloud, or when well
above it, however, other techniques have
to be used.
TEctlNIQUE
As wave formations in this area quite

often produce isolated patches of lift,
not necessarily straight nor obviously
related to any particular lee slope, a
centering technique has to depend on
variometer readings alone.
Consider first a fairly narrow region
of weak lift with no cloud indication,
and a Tight (about 10kt) wind. On entering the region of lift, one commences a
gentle turn towards the wind. When the
reading starts to decrease, the direction
of turn is reversed and continued till lift
is again increasing, whereupon the glider
is flown in a straight line. The exact
position of maximum lift is noted if the
ground is visible and close enough to
obtain a landmark. As the lift decreases,
it is assumed that the glider is leaving the
lift at the downwind edge, and therefore
a turn is commenced back towards the
wind and the lift, whence the procedure
is repeated till the end of the beat.
A tighter turn into wind avoids drifting from the region. If the points of
maximum lift have been noted, it may
be possible to use th~, but the area
might have moved relative to the ground,
in which case the zig-zag procedure
should be maintained. The advantages of
this method are: (a) the alignment of the
beat may be determined without any
cloud or topographical aid; (b) the shape
of the region may be plotted as the track
will foHow any corners; (c) the glider
will fQllow any movement of the lift; (d)
the flight may be confined to the best lift.
The same principle is employed when
the wind approaches flying speed, but it
becomes more important to be aware of
th.e wind speed and direction, as these
WIll affe~t the ability to stay within the
boundanes o,f lift. If a 40kt wind is
producing an area of good lift, one can
use, say, Skt lift as the threshold of the
area to be explored. The first beat is
made directly into wind, as nearly as
can be d,etermined by monitoring drift.

On this occasion, as there is no perceivable forward motion. airspeed is increased to provide this, to perhaps SSkts.
This beat into wind may take quite some
time.

One then needs to turn some SO' only
to travel downwind with a crosswind
component; airspeed is kept at SSkts. As
before, the turn towards the wind is made
as soon as the lift decreases. Again wind
direction and strength are determined as
these usually change with the ascent, requiring a change in airspeed. Whenever
stronger lift is experienced, it is used as a
new threshold for turns. Obviously, with
wind speeds greater than stall speed, it
is pOSSIble to "hover" in the best lift.
WAVE DISTRIBUTIONS

The north wind (about 330··360') has
been seen to produce three distinct
patterns of wave over Deeside, usually
well marked with low lenticulars or
cloud edges. The first occurs when the
wavelength is long, whereupon the waves
extend for many miles east and west in
true classical fashion. The one over
Deeside is a secondary or tertiary wave,
and therefore moves several miles under
atmospheric changes. As the region of
lift can be five miles wide, however, it
is still easy to contact. This wave has
been soared to 13,OOOft and is probably
the best for cross-countries.
More commonly, however, nortb
waves can be related to local highland
features. Orographic cloud forms on or
above the high grQund south of the Dee,
closely following the contours. Lift in
front of this is characteristically wave,
and extends to at least 7,OOOft. Atmospheric changes affect the strength and
extent of lift, but not its position, which
is fixed like ridge lift.
The whole wave system can disappear
rapidly and completely, although the
third system, from Morven, might
persist. As Morven is only It miles in
width, so is its wave pattern; but lift is
weak aed usually reaches 3,OOOft, except
when the secondary wave coincides with
the "Dee valley" wave. In this case the
sCCQndary is stronger than the primary,
and provides up to 10kts lift to 12,OOOft.
When there is a slight westerly component, waves which align N·S can form
off the edge of the plateau, and an Lshaped c10ud is produced.
3
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The effects of Morven are noticeable
in the north-west wind (290°-330°) but
waves in this direction are subject to a
lot of interference from ranges farther
upwind, so that the net result at Deeside
is one of several patclies of lift with
no cloud formation, prone to move,
appear and disappear in a fashion which
so far defies classification, but not
several successful climbs, including one
to I7,OOOft.
In contrast, westerlies produce a
primary wave at the lee side ,of Morven
and Culblean whose characteristics are
strong lift, fixed location and variable
cloud, and is known to exceed 20,oooft
on occasions.
With the wind from the SQuth-west. as
with northerlies, there are three different
patterns which are nearly always shown
by cloud. Regular parallel waves are not
infrequent, but their source is unknown
and as many as six may pass overhead
in the course of a day. More often, waves
in this wind form a complicated pattern
of lift distribution. It is sometimes un·
varying for a day and areas of lift are
then found to exist in crescent-shaped
beats 2·5 miles long, in which climbs ot
4kts have been abandoned at IS,OOOft.
The third pattern is one which exists over
the nee valley only, and is stationary. As
cloud in those conditions has closed. in
completely On several occasions, climbs
have been limited to 5,OOOfl.
Southerly winds are not common at
Aboyne, but waves have occurred in
these winds. Being light, they produce
weak lift to about 6,OOOft and distinct
isolated rotors, sometimes with cloud. In
summer, as the wind backs after a day
of thermals, wave occurs without cloud
for about an hour before the wind dies
out completely.
South-easterlies, on the other hand,
have produced wave to 12,oooft, although
only once in five years; waves from the
east and north-east have yet to be contacted.
CONCLUSIONS

In an attempt to explain the different
patterns of waves, certain basic parameters have to be considered, FOl'emost
is the wavelength, which has been
observed to be between two and 20 miles
on different occasions. Then one has to
establish, wherever possible, which topo-

graphical feature Qr features are triggering the wave system.
Within the distributions described one
can discern systems whi.;;h are triggered
by (a) the lee slope of a plateau; (b) an
isolated mountain peak; (c) a single
valley, :Lnd (d) probably the windward
side of an upland region. Assuming these
four features as independent sources of
wave, then it is possible that the selection
of the source depends on the wavelength
of the airstream. which has no connection with relief. Thus the airstream with
a long wavelength might be triggered
by the upwind edge of the highland and
remain unaffected by features whose
width is much less than the wavelength.
This would explain the regular, parallel
waves experienced in both northerly and
south-westerly winds; the passage of
several waves suggests the source is well
upwind and the wavelength is increasing.
As for condition (b). waves Qff the
peak of Morven are pronounced by their
position and cross-wind extent; they
occur when the wavelength is between
two and four miles. What was initially
considered to be the primary wave cff
Morven with longer wavelength has been
noticed to extend over the top of the
mountain to the upwind side.
Since there are many such peaks,
secondary waves often coincide with the
effect of another, making the overall
pattern very complicated and sensitive 10
small changes in wavelength. Such conditions are especially evident in winds
from the northwest and southwest.
Waves which follow the contours of a
valley are further complicated by the
fact that they are "trapped", Any atmospheric effect which would tend to displace the wave therefore destroys it
instead; hence perhaps tire rapid filling-in
of cloud as previously described. The
wavelength in these conditions has not
yet been ascertained.
The true "lee" wave off the downwind
edge of a highland mass can presumably
exist with any wave.length, but Deeside,
being in the middle of highland, does not
experience the normal phenomena of
parallel primary, sec.ondary, and tertiary
waves obviousJy related to a lee slope.
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

This attempt tQ classify and explain
various patterns of wave which exist over
5

a mountainous area compares them with
only the simplest of factors-the relief
and, wavelength. The .latter is a complex
function of lapse rates and wind velocities, but is freq,uently determinable by
the glider pilot, and hence is a more
practical plU"ameter to use. Tbe variation
with height of temperature and wind
velocity, however, will deteI'mine whether
Waves occur or not and might give further
informa,tion to triggering features. Besides
an effort to confitm the theories presented, further investigations will include

a collection of such data, which is not
given sufficiently frequently nor from the
place in question by Meteorological
Office tephigrams.
The ability to predict the positions of
waves over mountainous regions will
greatly enhance the possibility of safe
cross-country flying, provided that the
knowledge of cloud formation is similarly
complete.
With landing-fields at a premium, one
needs to know where one's next wave is
coming from!

IN SEARCH OF ,ELYSIAN WAVE
By MIKE: GARROD

the conversation one bears
A MONG
at the bar, mixed with the "howid units", one may sometimes. catch a
more plaintive note-a tale of hard luck
and frustration. It may emanate from
any class of pilot, ranging from the
chap who has flown for two years an~
never .cJimbed in a thermal, to the pundit
who didn't quite make it ·to the top in
the. Nationals.
The particular cross in the gliding
world which I've had to bear is an extraordinary ability to miss every wave day
at Dunstable for 22 years-at least, with
the exception of one day, but then the
variorneter was disconnected!
Now I'm the first to admit that flying
in cumulobumpus cloud is a bit hairraising, especially that bit near the top
when one decides it is time to "get the
hell out of it," Disorientation, turbulence
and icing make level flying well nigh
impossible, and the rattle of hail or a
flash of lightning is enough to make me
call it a day! Way back in 19~8 a venerable, stable old Sky got me a Gold
height in a matter of ~inutes, b~t subsequent attempts to achieve a Diamond
gain in _a Grunau in Africll, and in a
463 in England, proved both hazardo'us
and unsuccessful. For want of a suitable
metaphor, there are easier ways of
skinning a eat, and it is hardly surprising
that a search began for that Elysian,.
smooth, clear air wave which would get
me to my goal.
6

You would have thought that a Met
man, armed with the tools of his trade,
would soon find what he was looking
for-but not this one! It was as if the,
spell cast by repeated failures at Dunstable to find our own wave was to
occur wherever I went!
First of all it was Fayence, Twice in
fact, and it cost quite a lot of money.
This is a favourite spot for Diamond
hunters from all Qver Europe-indeed,
too popular! Too man)' gliders, not
enough tugs, somewhat primitive accommodation and food, and last and by no
means least, wave as elusive as the
chamois. convinced me that the south of
France was altogether far too chancy.
Somewhat Iighte; ill pocket, my eyes
turned inevitably to home pastures, and
after some rumination decided that
Portmoak seemed to offer reasonable
chance of success. However, that cross
was just as heavy, and after two visits
of a fortnight apiece, failed to find any
lift worth calling wave. Was it really
worth having a third try?
Well, it just had to happen sometime!
March 1968 was a vintage year, and the
wine had been flowing for a week when I
arrived. Numerous Golds and Diamonds
had been done, and the flood continued
for a further five days. For once my
luck came up, and my first ever wave
flight took me, after five long hours, to
o,ver 18,DOOft in my Dart, 17.
Having savoured the pleasures of
smooth flight, it was natural to want to

The EI}'jjQ1' he/gills above Aboyne

experience it again; but as a "flat s~te"
pilot one had to go elsewhere. And Just
where was the major question. What site
offered the best chance of wave flying
in the British Isles in a randomly chosen
fortnight? My professional vocation
suggested a spot of research, and though
somewhat inconclusive, I decided to try
Portmoak again in March 1969.
Success? Not on your life! Easterly
winds, driving snow and no flying! We
were lucky to escape south again, tail
between legs, without being snowbound
until midsummer.
A favourite site of mine is Sutton
Bank. Not for its wave prospects, but
for its delightful scenery, superb hill
soaring, excellent weekday facilities and
Yorkshire hospitality. Waves do occur,
but not for this wave-starved pilot! If
Neptune rules the waves of the air as
well, he must have been laughing the day
I returned south, painting lenticulars in
the sky above the AI. Two more recent
visits however, revealed where and how
to contact waves in this area, starHng

Photo: M. P. Garrod

with Gormire Lake (like something out
of Pilgrim's Progress) and across to the
foothills of the Pennines near Dishforth
and Ripon (The Gates of Heaven). The
frequency of the right type of weather,
however, makes a chance of wave in a
ten-day visit very tenuous indeed.
It was during 1971 that rumours
filtered south from a new area of Scotland. Escaping Sassenachs told wondrous
tales of wave -in any wind direction, and
far better conditions than at Portrnoak.
Could this really be true? March 18, 1972,
saw my partner, Bob Smith, and I setting
off on the great trel!: northwards for 500
miles-up the Ml and onto the M6, past
Carlisle, famed for its Helm Wind (but
oh so rare!), through Edinburgh (trust us
to pick a Rugger International event at
Murrayfield!), on past Kinross and Portmoak (deep in thick, unflyable industrial
haze) to Perth, and then into the
mountains and over the Devils Elbow.
Descending between the snow capped
peaks my gaze was drawn towards a
small, but highly significant thin cloud
7

above the mountains, like a sentinel
beckoning us towards our goal-Aboyne.
The Deeside club is a newcomer, and
still with it's teething troubles. However,
its smaJI membership is very keen and
determined. The airfield is alongside the
riveJ Dee, some 30 miles west of Aberdeen, and in the eastern foothills of the
Grampians. All launches are by aerotow,
as winchjng proved dangerous for passing
motorists 09 the A93. The surface of the
field was still rather rough, and flying
operations somewhat interrupted at intervals by cows going to a waterhole.
Days one and two produced nothing
to satisfy us wave hunters, and oxygen
masks remained undonoed, oxygen
cylinders fuJIy charged. Two more hopeful groups turned up, fugitives from
even less promising regions to the south.
While we slept on the third night there
was a light fall of rain, and the wind
picked up from the northwest.
Five-to-seven in the morning. Switch
on (adio to track down weather"Corecast,
but Scottish version doesn't appear to
reach Aboyne. Might just as well stagger

out of bed and have a butchers-good
grief!
No, it wasn't my back, painful as it
is! Lenticulars, rosy pink lenticulars!
Talk about a sight for sore e)'es! "Hey!
Wake up you chaps, today's the day!"
Mad scramble, down to airfield, waken
resident on site, kind tug pilot, rig gliders,
and the first is away by 8.30am. By the
end of the day we have all exceeded
10,000 and some up to 18.000ft.
Day four, however, was the day.
Classic lenticulars, both Iow aDd high
level, resulting in two Diamond height
gains. For my part a site record high of
close on 23,OOOft. Days five and six were
almost as good, by which time we'd been
down to the local blacksmith to get our
oxygen bottles refilled. Even with the
wind in the south the waves were almost
as good.
The weather turned colder, and snow
began to fall. Time to head south. Do
high waves occur in aU directions at
Aboyne'~ I couldn't prove it myself, but
I know it's the best site I've come across
yet. Anyone know a better one?

SCHEIBE TANDEM
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THE UNFAIRNESS SIDE OF CONTESTS
By ANN WELCH

championships are generG LIDING
al]y remarkably free from regulation

infringements, which is presumably why
little serious thought has been given to
the subject of appropriate penalties. With,
however, the increased sophistication of
championships-and their high cost to
competitors-there is a need to look into
action which should be taken in the
event of failure to .abide by the rules.
The difficulty is to decide, for example,
how to weight dangerous flying, or tbe
carrying of forbidden equipment, in relation to the taking of an incorrect turn
point photograph. A further difficulty is
that of obtaining evidence that is conclusive in, for example, a case of alleged
airspace infringement.
In the past the absence of guidance in
these matters has often resulted in the
guilty going free, and a minor ,technical
elTor being punished out of all proportion to the magnitude of the offence.
The following is an attempt to rationalise this "unfairness" side of championships. It is based on a grouping of types
of infringement or failure to comply, on
the deliberateness or otherwise of the
error, and on the grades of penalty which
may be imposed. It is unlikely that any
two directors or stewards will think
sufficiently alike to impose an identical
penalty for any given misdemeanour, but
the existence of a simple process by
which the "quality" of the failure may
be assessed in relation to its "cost"
should help· to achieve a more balanced
result as far as the pilot is concerned.
Types of infringement or failure to
comply
la) Dangerous or hazardous flying inclUding airspace infringement.
1b) Cheating, falsification, use of forbidden equipment, etc.
.
le) Failure to comply with the requiremc: nts , as occurs with photographic
eVIdence.
Degrees oj failure or infringement
2a) Those which are inadvertent.
2b) Those resulting from taking
chance, perhaps inadmissably.
2c) Those which are deliberate.

a

Types of action or penalty
3a) Written warning.
3b) Deduction of points.
3c) Temporary or permanent disqualification.

In this last group is the new concept
of a formal written warning. It would
normally be given in the case of a first
offence which had been assessed as inadvertent. It could also be used in more
serious cases where the evidence, although strong, was inconclusive. The
receipt of a written warning would mean
that no subsequent offence of a similar
nature could be considered as inadvertent,
and w()uld therefore carry some penalty.
SEORIOUS CASES

In serious cases where the only lack
was conclusive evidence (eg, controlled
airspace infringement) the issue of a
written warning would mean that in any
subsequent oceurrence of a similar nature
the infringement could be considered to
be deliberate. It would, of course, be
possible and indeed reasonable, to include in the written warning an indication of the likely penalty for a SUbsequent
similar offence. or any other comment
considered appropriate.
If it is apparent that as the result of
an incident the perpetrator should suffer
a deduction of points, it may be difficult
to decide the size of the deduction. It is
not particularly desirable to publish a
'''scale of charges" since this will sirnply
result in some pilots deciding that it will
pay to infringe the regulations and accept
the scheduled reduction in their score. In
fact they would be stupid to do anything
else.
In cases involving technical failure to
comply with the requirements, such as
errors in turn point photography, the
points penalty should not be large. perhaps 10-75 points (out of the maximum
of 1,000). It should however, be larger
than any gain in points which would
result from committing the error.
Turn point photography is a subject
sti,ll requiring thought about the prooedures inv0lved, but specially in terms
9

of the responsibility of the organisers to
make it easy for the pilot to achieve the
required pictures. They have to appreciate that the purpose of the championships is to find the best soaring pilot,
not the best photographer.
The procedures used, therefore, should
a) assist an<l encourage the pilot to take
his photographs from the correct position and of the correct point; b) allow
him reasonable room for inadvertent
positioning error-although possibly with
some small point deductions; c) make it
clear that if this marginal region is exceeded, the pilot will be considered to
have not reached the turn point.
To me, it is not logical to make a big
deduction of points for turn point photography problems. Either the pilot reached
the point following the set procedures,
but for one reason or a'nother did it a bit
wrong, or he did not reach the point
within the tolerances laid down. In the
first instance he should be docked a
number of points eonsistent "'with the
extent of the error, and in the second
case he should be scored as not having
reached the point.
With misdemeanours in either the dan-

SAJLPLANE AND ENGJNEERJNG
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gerous flying or "cheating" categories, if
the seriousness is such that a written
warning is insufficient-or has already
been given-the points which could be
deducted COUld, and should, be much
larger in range; say 50-1,000. This raoge
is wide enough to just knock a pilot from
the podium at one end of the scale to
effectively puttiog him into a perrnaoent
bottom or near bottom position at the
other. (A 1,000 point deduction early in
a championships could even give a negative score for a day or so.) It is impossible to suggest sample deductions as each
case has to be judged on the situation
and circumstances at the time.
At the severe, 1,000 poiot, deduction
end of the range it may be difficult to
decide, eg, in a case of thoroughly dangerous fiying. whether it would not be
better in the interests of the other p:Iots
to disqUalify the offender. But disqualification, particularly in World Championships where it could effectively send
home a single"Cntry country. is a really
last res.ort penalty. It has never been used
in World Championships-it has nOI
been necessary even to consider it.
The two big and ever present prob·
lems are really to decide the degree of
deliberateness or otherwise of an incident, and to decide whether the evidence
is sufficient or not. A false landing certificate, for example. could be the result of
bribery by the pilot, or it could equally
be that the pilot accepted the local's
statement of his position in good faithand they did not .know where they were
either; this, believe it or not, has happened.
Fortunately, gliding championships,
from World right through to Regionals,
are wonderfully free from any form of
deliberate acts of rule infringement.
There are some occasions in which a
pilot chances his arm-eg, convincing
himself that he is fiying safely in a
crowded thermal when he is not-but
almost all infringement incidents are
basically inadvertenL Championships are
a sophisticated operation with a high
stress eontent and it is not difficult to
make a mistake. This is why it is important to try to rationalise the Whole
infringement and failure-to-comply situation so that pilots do not get landed
with the wrong-sized penalty for Ihe
wrong reason.

Happy New Year to you all from the BGA
.... and now Ihal it is quile firmly 1973,
be sure 10 have your GLIDING CALENDAR.
We still have some for sale,ofeaturing superb
black and while detailed cul'away drawings
of six Brilish built gliders. For an original,
informative and decorative calendar, order
yours now. El.10p poslage & packing - this
coul'd be your last chance to keep abreast
of this year!
COMING SOON ... two new books from
your favourite authors ...
"Free as a Bird" by Phi lip Wills
This book covers Phi lip Wills' experiences
in gliding, ATA and SEA, and also describes
Ihe development of gliding over 40 yeau.
Published al E3.75 by John Murray and
fully illustrated.
"Pilots' Weather" by Ann Welch
This fully illustrated book is inlencled 10 be
informative and useful to active pilots who
do not have the benefit of navigational .aids.
Also published by John Murray and will
cost £4.25.
WATCIo4 THIS SPACE FOR PUBLICATION
DATES AND THE AVAILABILITY DETAILS
Full details of all sales items from the BGA.,.
M.... ion•• 1$ Viclorl. SI., London S:W.l

..."m.,.,

KEEP DOWN THE COST
OF FLYING
Insure with
Mowbray Vale
Insurance Brokers
e

Ring Carol Taylor at
Thirsk 23018
or write to
48a Market Place
Thirsk, Yorkshire

•
All classes of Insurance
transacted

VHF Radio-telephones £50
Crystal controlled receivers £35
Magnetic mobile aerials £8.50

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
(Guernsey) LTD.•
St. Sampsons, Guern.sey, C.I.
Telephone 44666

Glidervvor'k
C of A OVERHAULS and REPAIRS

=;1d'3

by L.Glover. senior inspector

~

Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

Tel: Husbands Bosworth 375

SPORTAIR FLYING CLUB
we train pilots on the
FOURNIER RF·5 (2 seater) and
FOURNIER RF-4 (single seater)
With over two years eXJ;lerience of
training ab initio pilots on these
exciting aircraft, we can confidently
promise any glider pilot a simple
conversion to a full Private Pilot's
Licence.
We are open seven days a week and
have a full time staff, good social
facilities and a fleet of seventeen
aircraft inclUding trainers, tourers
and a fully aerobatic Stampe.
Local accommodation for visitors can
be arranged.
Write or telephone for full details

SPORTAIR FL YING CLUB LIMITED
BIGGIN HILL AIRFIELO, KENT
Telephone BIGGIN HII•.L 4545
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SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Sole UK Agents for Schempp-Hirth sailplanes
World Championships winning Nimbus 2
Top Standard Class glider - Standard Cirrus - new version
now even better
Best value for money - Open Class Cirrus
Contact us for details
If you damage your glass glider this year, bring it to us for repair. We can
carry out any repairs and restore the finish to its original state. This also
applies to wood and metal gliders.
C.A.A approved welding services available.
We have a vacancy for a skilled man to repair gliders, preferably a pilot.
SOp per hour, 3 weeks holiday a year, plus Public Holidays. Non-contributory
sickness and accident scheme. 42112 hour week, no Saturdays. Overtime
avai~able. Pilots can take Wne off mid-week to glide on an hour for hour basis.

Southern Sailplanes, Membury Airfield, Lembourn, Berks.
Telephone Lamboutn 774 and 399

evenings: Hungerford 2058

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTO
NORTH'S 'LARGEST GLIDER REPAIRERS
(Just off the A 1)

Have now moved to larger premises and offer:Increasedworkshopspace
:Speedier servi.ce

*

*

AGENTS FOR

PILATUS 8.4
All metal 1 5m. glider
(Demonstrator ,now available for inspectiol'1 OiInd flying)
For all your glidIng club requlcements contact:

Gerry Kemp or Jim Beck, Melmerby 391
or write:
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YORKSHIR~ SAIL'PLANES LTO
MELMERBY lNDUSTRlAL ESTATE
GREEN LANE, MELMERBY, YORKSHIRE

The GrasshoPPer and the square>
prangs are sordid affairs. Even
MOST
after both the glider and the pilot

have recovered from the physical and
mental indignities inflicted upon them,
there are unpleasant aftermaths. These
range from groundings and "back on the
two-seaters" from the CFI through dirty
looks from your partners to the total
recall of the traumatic experience necessary when you fill out the BGA accident
r.eport form.
I was a hero after I made my first prang.
It was while I was still at school. Although
there was an unpleasant aspect to the
affair, it was limited to one individual's
unfavourable reaction. The headmaster's
caning (whi<;h effect was reduced by
secreting 'On being a bird' at an appropriate place in my school uniform) was
more than compensated for by the adulation acc()fded to me by 600 of my fellows.
The Combined Cadet Force of the
school had an RAF section. which was
similar to an ATe unit. J initially joined
it as an insurance against being drafted
into the Army when t was called up to
do my National Service. I associated the
Army with digging trenches in the pouring
rain and thunder-boxes echoing round
SOme remote valley in Wales. The ,real

"me", I felt, would only find its true
expression up in the clouds, a place all
my masters agreed was my natural classtime habitat.
When I joined the RAF section, it was
newly formed. We were thus a very keen
bunch of lads. One of the brighter ones
-he's probably a successful industrial
spy now-managed to get hold of the
document w~ich specified what a cadet
force was entttled to in the way of equipme,?!. Among the many fascinating items
!lvaJlable . Was a Primary. glide>r-not
mapproprlately named the Grasshopper.

George
Locke

We persuaded our CO that we couldn't
justifiably be called an RAF section if we
didn't have at least the beginning of a
genuine squadron of aircraft. In due
course it arrived-two wings, a tail, a
connecting bit of framework as a fuselage, a mass of tangled cable to hold it
all together, a tripod to balance it on
and a bungey to launch it by.
Our efforts to rig the thing were a far
cry from the speed and efficiency with
which my syndicate slips the SHK
together when I'm not around.
One cadet ~ould hold the rigging
booklet in one hand and read sonorously
from it while we all listened, each with
a different bit of cable in our hands. Then.
when he'd finished, he'd cry. like Olivier
reading Richard Ill. "Get on with it!"
We'd all nod, then rush around with our
bits of Cable, tripping ,over each other
and knocking holes in the fabric. By the
time the Grasshopper was fully rigged
and the cadet IIC winding had finished
his chore of tautening the cables, it was
U IS. A week would be spent getting the
poor thing back into shape.
When we finally rigged it successfully
and mounted it on its tripod it wouldn't
always respond to its controls for the
wing balancing exercises. I recall that
there was nev~r any wind on those occasions, which indicates a lack of direction
somewhere in the corridors of power.
Still, as far as I was concerned, playing
with the Grasshopper was a lot better than
the altemative-ericket I personally had
a deep aversion to this form of masochism masquerading as a game. I never
seemed to survive at the bat long enough
to do more than acquire one or two
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bruises, and in the field I was always
placed either a yard from the most menacing batsman or right on the boundary.
There, my afternoons would consist of
a very 101llg walk: from one' side of the
fieI<l to the other every time six balls had
been howled. The walks were made even
longer by having to skirt a certain hallowed square of virgin turf, reserved for
school cricket matches.
The school field was quite big enough
to enable us to, avoid this landing hazard
when the time came for the Grasshopper
to make ground slides. By this time, I,
along with a number of other cadets, had
managed to get my A & B certificates on
a course run by an ATC gliding school.
The Grasshopper was basically designed
for ground slides and low hops to be
carried out without danger to limb or
structure in the hands of the inexperienced. In order to prevent a loop being
made straight off the bungey, the manufacturer had made it possible~. to insert
a pin which would lOCK, any f'lre and aft
movement of the control column. The
manufacturer and cadet force hierarchy
didn't think the possibilityoi an inadvertent flick roll or pirouette was so likely,
however, so they left tbe roll and yaw
controls alone, Wh.en we did our ground
slides, our CO always placed the elevator
locking pin in position carefully. As a
result, nobody a.chieved a hop, low or
otherwise. For me, a fully qualifie<l
A & B pilot with three genuine solo flights
to heights exceeding 600ft, the prospect
of just sliding a few yards along the ground
was a bit off.
So when my turn came to have my
ground slide, I craftily removed the
locking pin and stuck it in my pocket. I
got strapped aboard, and while the other
cadets were gathering up the bungey and
spacing themselves out along it, I daydreamed ,of a magnificent high hop. I
would catch a thermal at its apex, soar to
cloud-base, and, inspired by 'On being
a bird' (our Bible in those days), glide
off to that hated public school, Eton. I
would arrive in the middle of a ceremonial occasion. All the little darlings
would be lined up bedecked in toppers
and tails. I would glide along their ranks
with consummate skill, artistically knocking off each topper with the wingtip before
making a perfect landing .. ,
"Wake upt"
14
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The other cadets were already marching
away from me like Peter Scott's ducks
positioning themselves for a V-formation
take-off. The bungey tightened. The
cadets strained and strained. Sweat began
to bead on their foreheads. I let them
suffer a long time (for interrupting my
day-dream) before saying "Let go" to the
chap holding us back. As the bungey
whisked me forward, I yanked tbe stick
back. . . .
"Well, sir," 1 told the headmaster afterwards, hI think' that locking pin must
have fallen out. And a gust of wind must
have lifted one wing. And, well, I'n, very
sorry, but I couldn't stop it from crashing
on to the cricket sq uare, sir. Butit wasn't
really a crash, sir. After all. any landing
you' can walk away from is a perfect
landing, isn't it, sir?" Nervous titter.
Swish!
But the rest of the school thought it
was a perfect landing--even the 1st eleven,
whose bowlers made excellent use of the
rut 1 gouged out of the square--and I'm
all for democracy.

SAILPLANE & MOTOR GUDER NEWS

LIFE WITH THE A5W-17
By RICHARD H. JOHNSON

1\ JfY first engagement with the ASW-17

lV~ occllrred in March of 1972, and I

was frankly apprehensive. The big beauty
had just arrived in Houston the day
before, and Rudy Mozer had quickly
plucked it from its container and brought
it to Grand Prairie, Texas, where a number of interested pilots were gathered to
evaluate the elegant machine.
The first assembly was not impressive.
New paint had made a tight fit of the
parts, and the combination of new, insufficiently dean, fittings and the unfamiliarity with assembly procedures resulted in some frustration. The inner
wing panels weigh about 220lbs each,
and this by itself is manageable. But with
no wing support stands and the long
delay in completing the main pin insertions. the first impressions were not
favourable.
Finally, the assembly was completed,
and the new sailplane looked immensely
proud and beautiful. lts vertical tail appeared
somewhat
disproportionately
large. but by experience I knew it was
necessary if good flying qualities were to
be achieved with the large span 20m
wing. The wings, though only 4.5in deep
~t the spar roots, showed surprisingly
little droop while 00 the ground. This, I
unde~tand, is due to the wing spar design
In wh1c.h the spar's glass fibres are spread
In a WIde monococque form comprising
the exterior skins of the wing inner

panels. This stressed skin spar construction apparently avoids the wave-at-thespar shrinkage problem that is common
with conventional constructed spar glass
wings.
The slender aft fuselage tail boom is
graceful, but at first glance it does eot
appear strong enough to support the
large rudder. Again, the first impression
did not prove to be accurate, and the
slender aft fuselage showed a surprising
amount of stiffness. This is derived from
the two-skin sandwich fuselage construction used where the inner and outer skins
are separated by a quarter of an inch
of a unique hexcell-type sandwich
material.
Next to the slender fuselage boom and
generous vertical tail, I was most impressed by the remarkably sensible horizontal tail design. It has .a 2.9m span,
which I know would provide good longi·
tudinal stability. In addition, the fixed
stabiliser portion comprised by far the
major portion of the surface. and this by
design woulO provide comfortable and
safe high speed handling qualities, which
some recent designs lack.
The fuselage has a distinctly pointed
nose designed by Gerhard Waibel to
maximise low drag laminar flow. When
I later suggested to Gerhard the possibility of cutting a hole in the tip of this
elegant nose to install a rain and ice
resistant pi tot, he was concerned that a
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significant amount of laminar flow would
be lost. The shoulder-high wing location
is aerodynamically ·efficient and reduces
fuselage interference ,effects such that no
noticeable wing root airflow separation
occurs while thermalling.
I have always considered the Slingsby
Skylark 4 to have tbe best cod:pit of any
sailplane I have ever flown, and the
ASW-I7's is almost that good. It has a.
comfortable 24in width, adequate length
for all but the tallest pilots, and a wellshaped seat conteuted to fit the pilot's
important posterior surfaces. The pilot
is semi-reclined to about the same degree
as in the Skylark, and the visibility from
the pilot's seat is quite good.
The landing gear handle is located on
.the left side of the cockpit, as it should
be, but unfortunately a pi.lot with even
average arm length will nit his 'eloow
against an aft cockpit fairing protuberance just before the wheel is fully retracted. After 1 learned to com~nsate by
leanil)g to the right and h01ding m~
elbow close to my side, I had no further
trouble with this. I understand that newer
models will have the gear handle placed
about twe inches farther forward. which
will correct this problem. The other
somewhat minor- cockpit problem was
the location of the wheel brake .actuation 'T' handle, whicb was on the right
side of ,the cockpit. This necessitated
l;hanging hands on the control stillk to
actUate the brake when completing a
landing. This also, I understand, is being
remQunted on the left' side of the cockpit.
The control stjck is comfortably located
and remarkably free to move, considering ttrat the stick 110t only pmvides tbe
normal aileron mot,ions, but also differential movement .to the wing flaps. This
flap-plus-aileron
movement
provides
superior lateral control, compared to
other. long-span machines, during the
critical take-off roll. The wings on the
20rn machines are unmistakably heavier
and more difficult to control than those
of the ISm and ISm gliders, and all help
possible is needed here. The most common error which a pilot inexperienced
with l0n~-span sailplane flaps makes is
that of making the initial take-off ground
1'011 with the fl~ps in other than the full
up position. They should remain i,n that
position until good lateral control at
about 30kts airspeed is reached,. and only
16

then be placed to takc,off position. Re.versing the procedure during crosswind
landings also works well.
The first take-off went better than I
expected. As anticipated, the inertia of
the long heavy wings was much more
significant than any sailplane I had previously flown. A good sense of antiE:ipation for lateral control requirements is
needed if one is to avoid wing-tip dragging during take-off and landings. Lift-off
was made at about 42kts airspeed and
the tow was accomplished with unexpected ease. The big tail combined with
the well-balanced lateral .control system'
no doubt contributeq greatly to the good
tow characteristics.
After release, wings-level flight was
investigated. Longitudinal stability was
excellent, and the trim airspeed appeared
to be about 54kts. Sink 'rate was remarkably low at that airspeed, and the glide
ratio obviously very high. Increasing the
airspeed to SOkts did not increase the
sink rate to a large de.gree, and the
apparent flatness of the glide angle gave
credence to the advertised outstanding
high speed performance.
SINK RATE LOW

Next, the low speed range was tried.
At 40kts both the sink rate and cockpit
noise levels were very low, and the control systems responded quite adequately.
This airspeed is near that for the
advertised minimum sink rate of 97ftl
min.
Reducing the airspeed still further
necessitated a definite back pressure on
the control stick to accomplish-further
evidence of fine J,ongitudinal stability.
Minimum speed lp the ul'lballasted condition I Was f1Yll1g was about 35kts.
Light bufl'et was present near minimum
airspeed. The stall was remarkably gentle
for this class of sailplane and was similar to that of the excellent Skvlark 4.
In subsequent tests of rolling manoeuvres it was apparent again that the
wings were long and carrying a stout
spar. It takes close to eight seconds to
reverse a 45° banked turn when flying at
about 45kts airspeed. This relatively low
roll rate will probably disturb those used
to shorter and lighter wings, but in time
one gets used to it. Adverse yaw durin.g
rolls is comparatively light, and keeping

the yaw string centred was considerably
easier than with my HP-I3. Again, the
big rudder seems to be the key.
It was well before noon still, but weak
early spring thennals were rising to
about 2,OOOft agl, so naturally I banked
the big bird up and circled to regain lost
altitude. Though banked for normal
therrnalling the ASW~ 17 maintained its
low sink rate, and it climbed beautifully
despite its comparatively heavy 6.l1b/ft2
wing loading. Before long other sailplanes were joining me in the thermals,
and I was able to determine that its excellent thermal ability was really there
and not just in my imagination. A reversal of turn direction while thermalling is
somewhat difficult and time consuming
because of the inertia of the big wings.
and I found it best to avoid that manoeuvre if at all possible.
FIRST LANDING

After having flown the ship 2-l: hours
on this my initial flight, and knowing
others were waiting to try it, I reluctantly
returned to the airstrip for a landing. The
gear came down easily, and the flaps
were set to their _9° landing position.
Being unfamiliar with the ship, I kept
the airspeed at about 55kts during the
approach. There is no tail parachute on
the ASW-17, but large airbrakes extend
from both the upper and lower surfaces
of the wing and these provide moderately good glide path control. A high
steep approacft into a short field is not
possible because its weight and cleanliness carries its airspeed to excessively
high levels to permit reasonable ground
roll distances. Instead, a moderately
shallow approach must be performed so
that the airbrakes can keep the airspeed
at the desired approach value_ The forward visibility is excellent during approach and landing, but once on the
ground it does take more braking to get
stopped in a short distance than with a
small\?r, lighter sailplane.
.
Flymg the ASW-17 was an experience,
~ut not love at first sight for me. Its flymg ,char!1cteristics took time to get used
to, and Its trailer and Our assembly procedure needed improvements. A month
later. I called Rudy to ask if it would be
poSSIble .to fly the 17 some more during
our Region 10 Southern contest in May.
I was scheduled to fly one during the

coming World Championships it;1 Yugoslavia, and I needed more practice.
Rudy's 17 was in Wichita being fitted
with a new trailer, and he generously
consented tQ my using his magnificent
bird provided that Roy LeCrone could
get the new trailer completed in time.
Roy just did and Curt McNay kindly
towed it down to Dallas the evening
before the contest started.
The weather was good and my ASW-17
flights numbers two through six were all
good for 1,000 points each during the
5-day contest. The machine was clearly
superior, and I knew it was not really a
good comparison of piloting abilities.
During the area distance task, a 28
nautical mile final glide in a light crosswind to an airport goal with only 3.500ft
of altitUde loss really impressed me
(achieved L/D=48). I was also impressed
when my two-man crew was able to
assemble tbe 17 unassisted while I was
attending the pilots' meeting. Their only
supoort equipment consisted of the new
LeCrone trailer and one saw horse.
After the contest Rudy kindly allowed
me to keep his machine for an additional
two weekends of practice before leaving
for Yugoslavia. The club glider-port
where I divide my time between instructing and practice flying is at Heath, Texas,
20 miles east of Dallas. We have no
towplanes there and our only means of
launching is by auto-tow. This gave me
a chance to evaluate the 17 under new
conditions.
On all the three days I flew the 17,
the weather was hot and the winds near
calm. This. combined with the moderately far forward tow hook location on
Rudy's 17. did not allow me to climb to
more than 600 to 800ft before the tow
car reached the field's end. On each daY
I found I could quite easily climb away
from these relatively low tow heights,
thanks to the flat glide angle and marvellous climb characteristics of the 17.
On the last day I did not find lift after
tow until I waS down to 250ft and about
to turn in tQ a landing. The relative ease
with which I could get the big machine
to climb at this altitude amazed me.
Gerhard Waibel later told me that Rudy's
17 had the forward under-the-instrumentpanel tow hook position intended for
aerotow, and fhat he was surprised that
I did at all well auto-towing with it.
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Ignorance was bliss here. The German 17
I flew in Yugoslavia did have the tow
hook installed farther aft on the bulkhead just behind the pilot's seat, which
is the normal combination auto/winch/
aero-tow hook location. I did not get a
chance to fly this machine on anything
but aerotow while in Europe, but it did
aerotow almost as well as Rudy's
By now I had logged nine flights and
46 hours in his machine (serial number 2), and I felt moderately well prepared to start the formal practice period
for the World Championships in Yugoslavia. The ASW-17 the factory had
arranged for me to fiy was a real beauty.
It was serial number 7, and bore the
contest letters AS, for the firm's founder,
Alexander Schleicher. It was impeccably
equipped with r.adio, artificial horizon,
Althaus, electric vario and oxygen by its
gracious owner, Edgar Kremer, test pilot
and . Director of Development at
Schlelcher'~.

Two flights from the Wasserlroppe followed by six more at Hahnweide and
Saulgau in Germany preceded our team's
journey to Vrsac, Yugoslavia. The flights
in Germany put the machine to an unusual test. The thermals contained relatively large numbers of small insects
that we would call gnats here but call
mosquitoes in Germany. They would
deposit themselves on the leading edges
of all the glider surfaces at a fairly constant rate during flight, such that one
could almost log his flight time by counting the number of splattered insects per
unit of span on the wing leading edges.
These affected everyone's performance,
but appeared to degrade the thin ASW-17
airfoil less than the thicker winged
machines.
INS~CTS

AND AIRFOIL

According to Waibel, there are (wo
reasons for this. One is that the thin airfoils are basically less affected by surface
roughness, and the second is that such an
airfoil will naturally impact fewer insects
in a given time because of its sharper
nose and thinner profile. Insects generally are not so populous in our USA
thermals, and do not present much threat
to our laminar wing performance. However, raindrops affect the airflows in
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much the same way, so the performance
of the 17 is likely to be better than with
most o,her machines in that environment.
During subsequent flying in Yugoslavia, I had many occasions to fly in
cloud and rain, but never had a good
chance for observing comparative perforrnance with the wings wet. The 11
flew well in cloud, principally beCJluse
of its good stability and docile stall
characteristics. Because of these characteristics, Gerhard Waibel calls the 17 his
"grandfather's ship" I 1 pretty much agree
with Gerhard's evaluation, but I think
the grandfather should be current and
proficient with his K-6 or Skylark before
he flies the 17.
In summary, after flying the ASW-17
for 145 hours, I feel it is a safe and
superb machine, and well worth the
40,OOODM price. The more I fiy it, the
better I like it. My own will be out of
the moulds tbis winter, and I find myself
anxious to start fiying it. My 17-year-ald
son Nels, having recently completed bis
Diamond Badge in our f·amily Skylark 4,
is now talking about record attempts
when he gets checked-out in Dad's 17.

THE CONQUEST
OF THE AIR
Frank Howard and
Bill Gunston
Tne most magnificent illustrated
history of flight ever published,
ranging from China in th~ third
millenium BC to Concorde.
'The best of the historical studies so
far on the subject.'
TLS
'One of the top three aviation books
ever published:
BEA Magazine
640 iIIus, SO in colour
£7.50

ELEK
54-58 Caledonian Road,
London N1 9RN

BG·135 ACROSS COUNTRY
By DAVID INCE

RIDAY, August 11: The sprawl of
F
Luton a,l1d Dunstable below-a classic fair-weather cumulus sky abovethe ,end of an exhilarating fight for speed
over 2QOkms of cracking' thermals-the
altimeter unwinding- the finish line
ahead and' in the bag. I3G-135 was about
to win her first race and I was nearing
the end of a two·competition partn,ership
with a really splendid little aircraft.
Five weeks and 12 contest days earlier
at Compton Abbas there had been much
comment and some sympathy: "13.5m in
UK conditionsl Lead sled! Hard luck!",
and so on. aut they were wrong, as one
already knew from performance measurements e.arlier ·in the year at Lasham.
130-135 has already been fully described in S&G. but how does she appear
to the competition or cross-country
pilot?
Starting with the trailer. The manufacturers ha.ve produced an interesting
circular section design in welded steeltube and light-alloy skinning. Thanks to
the l3.5m wing it is short, light and
highly manoeuvrable. With fully automated fittings, a modification which Birmingham Guild. is now working on, the
production version should be ideal. Not
least, the circular cross-sect,ion ehables
the driver ta see .any vehicles behind the
trailer.
The wings and fuselage are light and
very easy to handle, although 12 loose

pins and the same number of safety pins
on the prototype required. careful rigging and derigging if one was to avoid
losing something vital. On prodjJction
aircraft this situation will be much improved. 'In hub' wing fuselage pins will
allow the tips to be rested on tll.e ground
and ri,gging will be easi<:r and simpler
than an Olympia 463 or K-GE.
The cockpit is v.ery generous in width
with low sides and a good all-round view,
The seat pan, back and rudder pedals
are all adjustable giving a wide choice of
position and reach. Detailed changes
now in hand to improve demisting and
thigh support, to increase the instrument
panel area and to reduce internal reflection should result in a very comfortable
and well laid out cockpit. The room for
stowage bebind the seal is also quite
remarkable. There appears to be sufficient room for barograph, radio' and
batteries. not to mention shoes and even
a change of clothing if so desired!
There Was some distor,tion in the protot.ype canopy. However, the manufa.cturers expect the mouldings from pro·
duction jigs to be much improved. Production canopies. will be extended' further aft for improved visibility and will
be attached to a stiffer tubular frame.
The fact that one felt perfectly at
home in a COil test with only 40 minutes
of previous soaring is some measure of
the excellent handling characteristics.

PILRTIJ5.~

in the top

(ALL. METAL)

league
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Further, that the aircraft was lying in
fourth place after four days of widely
variable soaring conditions should dispel
any doubts about its cross-country p~r
formance.
Indeed BG-135 proved t,o be an excellent thermaUing aircraft under all conwtioos, High and late in the' day in weak
widetbermals, circling gently at 3Qkts, it
holds its own remarkably well against the
Skylark 3 and at 55kts on the glide there
appears to be no diffierence between them,
although at higher speeds BG-I3S is
obviously better.
On strong thermal days the light control forces, very positive trim ,and good
manoeuvrability combine to show the
aircraft at its best. Thennals are entered
rapidly and easily, winding in at 45kts
with a satisfying onset of positive g
accompanied _ by the 'tin canning' of
metal skins. Exit from tbermals is a similarly economical and satisfying manoeuvre. Under these conditions BG-135
seems to be on a par with the 'X-6E and
tbere were certainly complaints at Dunstable from K-<iE pilots who were unable
to sha~e it off.
In spite of its manoeuvrability, the
BG-135, once 'trimmed into a thermal,
can be flown almost hands off. For this
reason, as two climbs to nearly 10.OOOft
demonstrated, it is the easiest of aircraft
to fly in clOUd. J.t is possible while circling
blind in slight to moderate turbulence to
sort Qut one's maps or indulge in similar
distracting acti'vities without any difficulty
whatsoever. Perhaps most imPQrtant of
all is the confidence which the BG-135
gives when scraping low down: The relative ease with which it can be manoeuvred to track and hold narrow sbifting cores, the fact that the rate of sink

seems to go up much less abruptly than
,on many other modern aircraft if it ~s
ft'own too slOWlY, the very docile sta.lling
characteristics and last but not .least, t.he
knowledge of very effective airbrakes if
one does c,ome unstuck. Ventilation, too,
is noticeably good under these somewhat
sweatmaking conditions!
Radio fitting proved to be a problem.
and one which must be solved Pilot ,and
crew contrived to break a number of
Bantam telescopic aerials on the prototype and to suffer line crossing and re·
trieving fumbles wllich were both irritating and inefficient. Perbaps a slot aerial
in the belly or a whip aerial on the
centre section fairing? Over to the experts for this one.
Coming back to the airbrakes. these
are a particu.larly satisfactory feature.
Surprisingly for trailing edge flaps hinged
at approximately 50% chord, and unlike
those fitted to the Vampire and early
LS-Is, they are extremely powerful. They
also produce no apparent change in
trim or lift coefficient. With the additional benefits of a large wheel brake
outlandings prestnt no problem and quite
small fields can be tackled with confidence and safety.
Pat Moore has written previously in
S&G that the main aim W:;lS to produce
a miniature general purpose sailplane
having a performance of t.he order of
the best of the outgoing Standard Class
machines at anappreciately lower size
and weight. For its design team, for Len
Suter and Birmingham Guild who built
the prototype and- who are now putting
it into production, BG-135 has handsomely achieved that first obiective. That
win on Friday, August 11, 1972, should
be the first of many.

H-tOI S.lto, Slingsby Sai/plt",es i., now laking o,ders fo, rhe 13.5m Sa/IO fo, deli"ery in Augusl, 1973.
The glider is p,oduced b_" the fi,m S,.." & Flug of Sau/gau. WeSI Germany and was designed by
U,.,,,i,, Ha,,/£. Fo, fu,'her de/ails see S&G June, 1971. IJ]O]
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MU-27 VARIABLE
GEOMETRY SAILPLANE

35m SAILPLANE?

AMONG the projects currently in hand
at Akafiieg MUncheR is the 22m span
MU-27 two-seater.
•
As the GA drawing sh()ws, its flap
system enables the sailplane to fall under
the heading "variable geometry": Both
the wing area and profile data can be
changed in flight, with an increase in
wing area of just over 35 %.
The report in Der F/ieger (Decem~r
1972) does not state how far th~ work
on this machine has advanced or when it
is due to fiy, but one of the photos in
the report shows the negative mould for
the fuselage.
TtcJznical do/a ovailobk
Span (m)
Wing scctjon
Wing area (m2)
Aspect Ratio
All-up weight (kg)
Min sink at 66km/h (m/,ec)
Stalling Speed (km/h)
Glide ratio at 105km/h

22
FX-67-YC-170/136
17.6 to 23.9
27.5 to 20.2

700

0.56

60

47:t

LUDWIG BOLKOW, of the MBB firm
Germany
(Messerscbmitt-Bolkowin
Blohm), addressing a meeting of aviation
journalists, deplored the cessation of
production of the Phoebus series, which
was due to shortage of money. But,
according to Luf/sport, Ludwig Bolkow
"awakened a glimmer of hope" with the
wor-<ls: "Perhaps in three years' time, if
once again we have lhe money, maybe
we will once more produce a sailplane.
But then one with 35 metres span-or
so."
MANUEL HAWK FLIES

THE first flight of the Manuel Hawk
(S&.G April, 1970, pl06) borne-built light
wind soaring sailplane took place at
Cranfield on November 25, piloted by
Howard Torode. Initial handling trials
indi~ate that tbe -sailplane had adequate
stability and control in all respects apart
from a shortage ef rudder power.
The machine had been built by William
Manuel during his retirement; it was his
fourth sailplane design and the first since
1935, and was completed in 1'970. However, as no stressing >details had been
available, it had undergone extensive
structural investigations at Cranfield.
Ttchnica/ dwo
Span (m)
Wing section, FX 61-184
Wing Area (m2)
Aspect ratio
Empty weight (kg)
All up weight (kg)
Glide ratio (al 38kts)
Stalling speed (kts)

12.8
14.07
12
184.58
290.6
26:1
31

AM;;.2] GA
- drawing
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING
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THE BGA APPROVED
INSTRUCTORS'COURSE
By JOHN HEATH

previous years the recommended
I Nsyllabus
to be covered by tbe student

instructor before attending the course
has been _issued on receipt of a firm
booking, This meal1s ,that someone who
applied within two weeks of the course
had very little time to cover the syllabus
while someone who applied months beforehand had a great deal of time.
The varying standards of general
knowledge amongst students during the
1972 season would seem to substantiate
the above. Some students had obviously
burned the midnight oil learning facets
of the subjects to be covered which were
far too deep for the average instructor
and pupil pilot while others had barely
scratched the surface.
All this results in a certain amount of
difficulty for the National Coach, Who
finds himself having to pitch his subject
for discussion at an intermediate level
which might be above the grasp of some
initially and below the ability of others.
A totally unsatisfactory si'tuation and one
that I hope will be partially, if not completely. resolv,ed prior to the 1973 season.
Pre-instructor training can be subdivided into the following sections: a)
flying; b) airmanship; c) general knowledge; .<I) basics of instructing.
a) Flying "Ihis must be accurate and
one's aim must be to improve on accuracy. Occasional.ly Olle needs to fly very
accurately, ego In an ,emergency. One of
course needs to be able to give accurate
22

demonstrations;. a fluctuating airspeed
during a turn or on an approach may
give a pupil the impression that this is
an acceptable tolerance and of course
this is not so. An accurate demonstration
of speed control not only shQWS the
pupil that it can be done but also gives
him something to aim for. Student instructors should aim for speed control to
within ± lkt in calm conditions and
± 2kts in moderate wind with associated
turbulence; they should be able to
achieve this even in a glider in which
they are out of practice.
b) Airmanslzip One aspect of airmanship in which most pilots are below standard is awareness and acceptance of the
fact that others are using the same piece
of sky. Lookout must be stressed and in
fact Qver-emphasised if an adequate standard of airmanship is to be passed on to
the pupil.
Student instructors should appreciate
that the object of tlte exercise is to influence suitably the pupil pilot and one
can really only do this effectively by
example. It should be realised that the
five hours flying aimed at during the
course will probably not eradicate established habits in the student instructor.
such as poor lookout, etc. Your aim
should .be to eradicate deficiencies prior
to commg on the course.
c) General knowledge The course aims
for 40 hours of ground instructi,on and
covers the followil<lg subjects:

PRINCIPLES OF FUGHT Full understanding of:
la, Aerofoils
Ib, Lift and Drag
le, Forces acting during flight
Id, Turning
Ic, Stalling
If, Spinning
19, Loading
2a, Effects of controls-axes
2b, Further effects of controls
2c, Stability
References:
Elementary Gliding
Gliding
Theory of Flight for Glider Pilots
BLAC Manual of Flying & -Ground
Training
3a, Flight limitations
Reference:
New Soaring Pilot
METEOROLOGY Full understanding of:
la, The atmosphere (pressure distribution, heat absorption, air density, humidity, latent heat, adiabatic processes, lapse rate)
Ib, Stability and instability (convection condensation levels; cloud
formation)
le, Wind related to horizontal variations of pressure (Buys Ballots
Law, surface wind, geostrophic
wind, gradient wind, surface friction, sea breeze, katabatic and
anabatic wind, Fohn wind, gusts,
sqU<llls, air masses
Id, Icing and ice accretion (super
cooled water droplets, hoar frost,
rime ice, clear ice, rain ice, dangers
of airframe icing, types of cloud
and associated icing
le, Fronts (warm, cold, occluded.
frontal characteristics)
If, Synoptic charts (basic understanding, weather station ioformation,
forecasting, general weather)
Ig, Glid!ng aspects-wave, hill lift,
soanng
References:
Mete.orology Simplified
Know the Weather
Meteorology for Glider Pilots
The WeatherGllide

NAVIGATION

la, Maps and charts (latitude, longitude, Mercator projection, Lambert projection scales, conventional signs)
Ib, Cross-country flying ~ effect of
wind on track and ground speed
le, Field landings
2a, Compass-deviation and variation;
turning and acce]cratjon errors
2b, Vector triangles
References :
Gliding
Flight Briefing for Pilots Vo] 4
Pilot Navigation
INSTRUMENTS Full understanding of constructi.on and principles of:
la, ASI
Ib, Altimeter
le, Variometer
Id, Turn and slip
le, Artificial horizon
2a, Errors
2b, Over/under-reading - causes and
effects
References:
Gliding
New Soaring Pilot
AIRMANSHlP I GENERAL

I, Air Law
2, Ground handling; all aspects
3, Awareness, constructive ideas on
safety I accident precautions, etc
References:
Laws and Rules for Glider Pilots
Flying Training in Gliders
A eromedicine for Aviators
Should the preceding information on
general knowledge requirements look:
rather frightening, the student instructor
ought to app.reciate that an acceptable
level of knowledge can be reached without too much difficulty. Any lack of
understanding prior to the course will
certainly be clarified during it, and if at
that stage some aspects are still causing
trouble, then don't worry unduly. It is
uncommon for a student to fail the
course on this count alone. Although it
is true to say that background know23

ledge facilitates explanation and demonstration. there is such a thing as blinding
pupils with science. Consequently, one
should aim fOT sufficient technical
knowledge to satisfy most pupils at
their various levels.
d) Basics of instructing The student instructor is required to be articulate and
enthusiastic and CFls should make every
effort to stimulate their student instructors to improve their ability to communicate and to be aware that the rate of
pt'ogress varies from pupil to pupil.
However, each pupil pilot must be
made to feel that he is all-important.
Pupil pilots should be encouraged to
participate actively in all exercises and
the habit of self-criticism should be cultivated. Questions should be posed by
the student instructor requiring thought
from the pupil pilot on all aspects of
the exercises in question. Better results
are achieved in this fashion rather than
by the instructor just making statements.
Use should be made of aids to instlllcting; ego models, blackboard,' diagrams,
aircraft, etc, and preparation beforehand

can result in a very stimulating session. The ability to gauge audience response must be cultivated otherwise one
may find very blank faces after a fairly
comprehensive lecture which probably
should have been pitched at a lower
level. Analyse as you go along and if
required amend accordingly.
Student instructors would be well advi5e(j to become involved in passenger
flying, at the discretion ,of the CFI, which
will promote the ability to talk without a
loss in either flying skiJI or judgment.
Further involvement in basic ground instruction for pupil pilots will lay the
foundations on which the instructors'
course can build. Attending bi-monthly
club instructor meetings as an observer
only can be very infonnative and illuminating and generally promotes understanding; a quality much desired in any
instructor.
I sincerely hope that the preceding
information will help to clarify suggested
pre-instructors' course requirements and
perhaps remove concern from prospective course candidates.
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Cook Compasses

Cosim Variometers

Cosim Audio Units

Irving Venturies

Multi-Pipe Connectors

Water Traps

8arographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Au-dio Unit works with PZL, Cosim or Electric Varios
Leaflets from:

'OOSIM' WORKS

DARLEY DALE

Derbyshire DE4 2GG

MATLOCK

Telephone; Darley Dale 2344/5

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.

Tel:Dunstable 62068

V.K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
have a large range of spares and exchange service items.
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
A.R.B. welding and re-sprays
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?-<>
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GLIDER RE-PAINTS
First-class workmanship
Reasonable prices
Seven day service

Car Radio Telephones, rlH:onditioned,
£45. One 'free Magnetic Antenna
when 2 sets ordered simultaneously.

Send for details
Electechnlques, Selsley,
Stroud, Glos.
Tel. 045-36-3129

CHILTERN SAILPLANES LTD.
C's of A, Wood, Glassfibre and
steeltube repairs
Instrumenting, resprays, trailers, etc.
overhauls
Senior Inspection Approval, Dav8 Paton
300 Luton Road, Dunstable, LU5 4LF
Tel'. Home: Dunstable (0582) 64472
Works: Eaton Bray (0525) 220131

JOHN HULME
Tunbridge lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9DU

-

Telephone: Cambridge 811323

Contact:Southward Garage (Retford) Ltd.
Nottinghamshire
Telephone: Retford 2841

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane, Honiton
Devon EX 14 8QQ

Phone: Honlton 2940
Glider' Motor Glider' C of A's
and repairs
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Solid State Glider Radio Telephones,
single channel, 130.4 MHZ. £49.50

Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

•
•
Trailers

Spares and Materials

-

UK Repair Agent for Diamant
and Phoebus Sailplanes

HOW MUCH
BALLAST?
By FRANK IRVING

VERY morning at Vrsac, the crews
E
gathered around the water taps with
their polythene jerricans like village
women going to the well with their
buckets, and exchanged gossip in much
the same fashion. Eventually, a daily
total of five tons of water was poured
into the gliders-mostly into the ballast
tanks, some into the bottom of the cockpits. In general, the idea was to obtain
the ma;\imum take-off weight. regardless
of theoretical considerations like placarded max all·up weights. At Dunstable,
something similar was to be seen on a
reduced scale.
So far as one can see, the current
philosophy is to till one's ballast tanks
to the bung before take-off, keeping it on
board if conditions seem reasonably good
and dumping the lot if they become
marginal. There are, admittedly, some
excuses for this crude technique: Statements of max permitted AUW with
ballast are sometimes rather inscrutable
and it is not always pra:eticable to fiy
with partly-filled tanks. But how much
ballast do we really want?
A by-product of Sigma was Nick
Goodhart's splendid computer program~e for calculating sailplane performance
In
thermals having various velocity
profiles (Refs 1 and 2). For the present
purposes, and by way of. illustration, let
us confine ourselves to thermals having
parabolic velocity profiles (Fig I) and
fixed-geometry Standard Class gliders.
Consider such a machine with a given
aspect ratio and all-up weight, using
thermals . of a given core slrength and
radius. Then the computer will work out

the radius of turn, forward speed and r.ate
of sink through the aiT such that the rate
of climb is a maximum. From this rate
of climb, it will then calculate the average cross-country speed.
These calculations have been carried
out for a wide range of aspect ratios and
weights so that, for given thermal conditions, it is possible to find the optimum
weight for a given aspect ratio to give
the maximum cross-eountry speed. From
the pilot's point of view, tbe most suitable presentation of these figures is a
plot of optimum weight against achieved
rate of climb (assuming he employs the
optimum circling technique) at the
optimum weight.
For the present purpose, only the results corresponding to an aspect ratio
of 20 are considered, this representing a
fairly typical Standard Class glider. In
Fig 2, each line is a plot of the type
described above, derived by considering
thermals of various core strengths artd a
constant radius. Plots corresponding to
radii of 400, 500 and 700ft are shown.
There is no point in displaying a plot
for 300ft radius thermals since all the
optimum weights are lower than are
currently practicable. Likewise, for JOooft
radius thermals, optimum weights are so
high (mostly over 9001b) that common
sense suggests that this is an impractical
situation except in a few favoured
countries. Also shown are lines at
W = 560lb (a likely minimum AUW for
a 15m sailplane) and W
650lb (a likely
maximum AUW without ballast). The
characteristics of the gliders as inserted
into the computations were typical of
27
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the current generation of glass-fibre
machines. Two features of this diagram
are immediately apparent:
(i) Above a certain rate of climb, the
ballast required increases rapidly as the
rate of climb improves. For exa1l1ple, if
the sailplane is being flown at its
"normal" max AUW of 650lb in 500ft
radius thermals, no ballast should be
carried until the rate of climb exceeds
3.7kts. But the optimum weight for a 5kt
climb rate is 7701b, ie, with 1201b of
ballast. Note that the figure for the climb
rate corresponds to the weight with
ballast: This is not the same as noting
a 5kt climb witbout the ballast and concluding that 120lb ballast is required,
(ii) The amount of ballast i.s Quite
sensitive to thermal radius. Optimum
weights for a 5kt climb rate are 640lb in
narrow thermals (400ft radius) and 900lb
in wide thermals (700ft radius).
In practice, there is a severe snag: the
pilot doesn't know the thermaL radiuswhich is, in any case, a pretty fictitious
quantity. The only quantity associated
with thermal size which he can judge,
and then only rather vagueJy, is the angle
of bank at what he thinks to be the optimum climbing condition.
Under the assumed conditions, the
computer kindly provides the optimum
bank angle. which gives the maximum
rate of climb for a sailplane of a given
weight in a thermal having a certain
core strength and radius. So. at various
points along the lines in Fig 2, we could
7
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insert the approp·riate bank angles. This
would lead to a very confusing diagram,
but a more meaningful plot is shown in
Fig 3.
For a constant optimum weight line in
Fig 2 (eg, 6S0Ib), one can find the maximum rate of climb and optimum angle
of bank at each thermal radius. Hence
one can show the re'lati.onship between
these two quantities for each chosen
value of the optimum weight. Inoreasing
optimum weights give lines lying further
towards the top left·hand corner of the
diagram. So, if one is flying at an all-up
weight of 6S0lb and if the max rate of
climb is about 3·~kts, achieved at an
angle of bank of 40', conditions are
about optimum. A higher rate of climb
achieved at the same angle of bank, or
the same rate of climb at a lower angle
of bank suggests that one ought to be
carrying ballast.
Similar lines can be inserted for higher
weights. For example, Fig 3 also shows
a line for W = 7701b, the max LBA
(German airworthiness authority) figure
for the Libelle. As we have previously
noted. the amount of balla~t required increases very rapidly as the rate of climb
improves, so the t.wo lines in Fig 3 are
quite close together. At this juncture, it
should be said that Fig 3 is not a particularly accurate plot since it involves two
stages of interpolation. The difference in
optimum bank angle for a given climb
rate between the two lines in Fig 3 is
small-about 2'. This is too small a
-djffereoce for the pilot to be able to
judge, c:ven if he think~ h~ is indu!ging
10 preCisely tbe best cm:hng: techmque.
In any case, his bank angle will not normally be very steady. So, while he can

judge-to some extent-whether he ought
to be carrying some ballast, he cannot
readily estimate how much, In any case,.
is accurate ballasting important in real
life?
•
Fmm the computer results, we can
deduce the effect of departur,es in weight
from the optimum, for a given thermal
strength and radius, If we plot these
figures in the manner of Fig 4, the results depend somewhat on the properties
of the thermal but they all follow a very
similar trend, indicated by the plotted
curve.
Empirically, and in round figures, the
trend indicated by Fig 4 corresponds to
the following expression:
Percentage loss in average speed
=50 (bW/W)2
where
W=optimum all-up weight
SW=error in all-up weight relative to
the optimum,
both expressed in consistent units Ob or
kp).
For example, if we are flying at 750lb
AUW when the optimum AUW is 6501b,
8W= 100lb and the loss in average speed
will be 50(lOO/650?= 1.2%.
So, one conclu'des that the effect of
flying at the incorrect weight is very
small unless one is operating under extreme conditions. For example, in thermals of 700ft radius with a core strength
of 10kts, t'he optimum AUW is about
1,050Ib. So flying at an AUW of 6501b
would give a loss of about 7% in average
speed.
Under more normal conditions, the
effect of departures from the optimum
weight is likely to be insignificant compared with the effect of eerors in piloting
technique. So, using ballast on the all-ornothing basis is as gpoo a method as any.
The obvious corollary to these
thoughts is: Why bother with ballast
anyway? If the machine has provision
for carrying ballast equivalent to 20%
of its unballasted AUW, this will give
a 2 % improvement in average speed
under the appropriate conditions. But it
Seems doubtful whether any lesser
amount of ballast is really worth having.
On the other hand, if onc ""ants to get
the best out of really strcmg conditions,
the machine should have provision for a
very large amount of ballast, say 50%
or more of its unbaflasted AUW.
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CONCLUSIONS
I) A FQugh guide as to whelber ballast

should be retained is, given by Fig 3.
2) The effect of errors of the order of

lOOlb in AOW, telative to the optimum
figure for the prevailing conditions, is
very sma!) under most conditions.
3) If the sailplane has provision for carrying oallast eq\lal to about 20 % of its
unballasted AUW, this is probably
only just worth having und~r the most
favourable condit:ons.
4) If the sailplane is to operate at its
optimum weight over a wide range of
thermal conditions, it should have provision for carrying a very large amount
of ballast.
Warnings All of the above is based on
theoretical calc;ulations. These 'assume a
realistic sailplane, a perfect piloting
technique and very idealised thermals.
The' conclusions ,are no mote reliable
than the initial assumptions.
When poming in water ballast, many
pilots simply fill the tanks, regardless of
maximum AUW limitations. The above
considerations suggest that there is, no
significant performance advantage to be
gained by exceeding the plaearded AUW.
There may be a significant fiRancial disadvantage' jf an a!<Cident occurs when the'
machine is being flown outside its C of A
limitations. Admittedly, flying with
partially-filled tanks may lead to prob~
lems such as sloshing, which suggests
that a more sophisticated design of ballast
container is required.
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Reference is made above to the LBA
(German airworthiness authority) figure
of 7701b as the max AUW of the LibeUe
with ballast. This has not yet been agI1eed
by the BGiA Technical Committee although it is actively being considered.
Finally, all of tbe figures quoted above
refer to a typical unflapped Standard
Class sailplane. They will be somewhat
different for the big sh.ips with flaps,
although the trend shown in Fig 4 is
likely to be rather similar.
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GLIDER "BUMPING RACES"
By R. C. STAFFORO ALLEN

glide? Some I supW HYposedodopeople
it for the chance of getting a record, some for the purpose of
gaining badges and some for the chance
to get into the National Team. If you
are one of these you need read no further; this is not for you.
I have a sneaking suspicion that most
folk glide for one reason only, and that
is the pure fun of flying and I number
myself unashamedly among this happy
band. A]thoughthere is no doubt that
cross-country flying in gliders is the most
entertaining farm of gliding it suffers
from the 'snag ,that only tQO often the
glider has got to be retrieved, and organising the I'CTrieve is always a source of
worry and troub"le.
Now the only form of cross-country
flying that can be indulged in without the
worry of the retrieve is competition flying because all the organising of the retrieve is taken off the pilot's shoulders
and he is free to fly and to try to do as
well as he Can, with no thought for the
bother that he is giving his willing crew.
Nationals used to be enormous fun
some years ago. The whole set-up was
very informal and lighthearted, and the
emphasis was on the fun of flying. Nowadays there seems to ha-ve crept in a
rather ,cut-thwat, rat-race attitude which
has taken a. lot of the fun out of the
flying. It would be such glorious fun if
it was not for the scoring!
Would it not be possible to have a
competition where there was no scoring?
I admit that this would seem to be a
trifle contradictory, but is it as silly as it
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sounds? Perhaps We would have to
arrange some sort of scoring, but we
could at least make sure that this was
not the be-all and end-all of the contes,t.
My idea is that one could arrange a
flying week of competitions in Which the
emphasis Was on fun, and fun alone, and
I think that this might well take the form
of a sort of ",Bumping Race". Before
anyone goes mad and starts talking ,about
safety, let me make quite cle~r what 1
mean. A Bumping Race is normally a
rowtng race in wbich a 1.0t af boats sta,rt
at different places in a river si,multaneGusly and the aim of the race is to catch
up the boat ahead and bump' (gently)
into it. Next day the boat that has
bumped the boat ahead, starts in frQnt
of it, and by this means it can climb its
way up to the head of the river over a
perioo of a week.
Right, to work this in gliding terms we
would need the co-operation of about
six clubs for a week. Preferably they
would be six clubs spaced rol:IDd a Iar~e
c,ircuit in the middle of the country. The
entry would 'be split up into six seoarate
lots and each lot would be detailed to
start from one of these clubs. The ta-~k
every day wou1d be the same; to fly
round ,the course (the polygon formed
by the si;Jl: clubs) as far as possible. A
glider which started from club A would
not 'sta.rt from club A next' morning.
Even if it made nQ effective flight, it
would launch from club B the next day.
If it flew from club A. reached club B,
flew on past dub C and landed half·waY
'between clubs C and D, it would have

two 'runs' in the bag, and would trailer
on to club D for the launch next day. It
would, of course, be possible to score a
'home run'-that is, a full circuit of the
course in one day, or even more than a
'home run'.
Each club would have to be able to
launch about six or seven gliders by
aero-tow each morning. Some days there
would be more and some days fewer, but
this could easily be sorted out in the
evening by sending a tug over to the
club with the biggest gaggle of gliders
from the club which had the fewest.
I admit the sleeping arrangements
would be a problem but if everybody
carried sleeping bags, plus a toothbrush
in the case of those with indigenous
r,:hompers, all that would be needed
would be a capacious bunkhoose per
club.

I feel that the fun value of such a -competition would be very high. Also I
have the suspicion that the poblic relations aspect would be quite valuable. The
Press might well be persuaded to take
an interest, and when you consider that
the round-the-country cycling races send
everybody mad in France, it is quite
possible that the populace in this country might be induced to respond similarly.
I know that you have got to arrange
some sort of scoring, but I refuse to be
dragged into this. I will leave it to the
experts, and, similarly, you can work out
the handicapping for yourself if you
want to. I couldn't care less; all I want
to do is to have some really enjoyable
flying, and perhaps indulge in a tour of
the country by glider. Who knows, it
might even brush up my navigation.

( GENERAL & BGA NEWS)
PARTICIPATION BY FOREIGNERS
IN BRITISH COMPETITIONS

FOREIGNERS will be permitted to compete in British regional competitions as
full entrants, the BGA Executive Committee agreed at its meeting on December 6, 1972. Their positions in the results
sheets would, however, be discounted
for rating purposes. AIl full entrants to
the British National Championships
must be of British nationality, however;
foreigners will only be permitted to enter

hors concours.

"British nationality" is defined by the
Committee as follows: "The person in
question must hold a British passport or
be principally resident in the UK and
paying income tax to the UK."
It was also agreed that certain approved foreign competitions should be
ranked as of equal standing with a
British regionals when the Nationals
Entry List for the following year was
prepared, to enable pilots to compete
abroad without jeopardising their place
on the entry list. For the time being. only
two are approved; those held at Angers
and Halmweide. These would be subject
to periodic review.

A modified system for compiling the
entry list for the British National Championships was agreed by the Executive
Committee at its meeting on January 3.
1973; details of this system are being
circulated.
NO ALL-CORRECT ENTRIES
TO CHRISTMAS
COMPETITION

NO all-<:orreet entries were received to
our competition in which pilots were invited to identify a dozen well-known
gliding personalities from their "C" certificate photographs (S&G December,
pSOO). Several identified II out of 12
correctly; oddly enough they were all
fooled by the same photograph. lettered
"An. which depicts Ken Wilkinson, immediate past chairman of the BGA, at a
tender age.
The first envelope opened with II correct entries contained two entries from
separate pilots, both of whom identified
the same number of people. John Delafield and Dickie Feakes will therefore
have to fight it out to decide who keeps
British Gliders and Sailplanes and who
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keeps the consolation prize of Where No
Birds Fly.
The 12 personalities were: A) Ken Wilkinson; B) Ann Welch; C) Chris Simpson;
D) Bill Scull; 1;) Ralph lones; F) Jack
Harrison; G) Henry Doktor; H) Naomi
Christy; 1) lohn Cardiff; J) George
Burton; K) Doug Bridson; L) Tom
Bradbury.
NEW S&G EDITOR APPOINTED

MRS GILLlAN BRYCE-SMJTH has
been appointed editor of Saliplalle &
Gliding, starting with the issue for Aprill
May, 1973, She will be working mainly
from her home ad.dress : 281 Queen
Edith's Way, Cambridge, telephone num·
ber Cambridge 41725,
Dr Alao E. Slater and Mrs Rika Harwood remain in their present capacities.
Mrs Bryce-Smith writes: "In journalism more years th.an I likie to admit,
11 of which were spent as womalll's
editor of the Cambridge Evell{llg News.
In recent years I have been a free-lance
journalist aBd since the mid-19,50s a
camp-follower of the gliding world. I'm
one of tbose g,jiding-conditioned wives
who loiter about on airfields ready to
dash off with a trailer when husbands
land short of those elusive Gold C
distances!
"My husband, a member of the Cambridge University Gliding Club; has
trained his family well. Our seven-yearold son and younger daughter share his
addiction and already are filling their log
books."
JOHN DELAFIELD AND
ANGELA SMITH
SET RECORDS

JOHN DELAFIELD and Angela Smith
set times for a number of new British
National records and ,one feminine world
record in South Africa during December.
Detai'ls are as follows:
John Delafield, Kestrel 19, December
20, 1972, ~OOkm triangle, 1I8.95km/h.
This flight Was superseded on December
21, in the same machine" by Delafield
with a speed for the triangle of
121.28kmih.
Angela Smith, machine and date not
known, 300km triangle feminine Br,itish
National record., I02.5km lb.
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Angela Smith at
nationals 'recently

briefing

al the Rhodesian
Photo: l\1cGeorge

Angela Smith, machine and date not
known, 500km triangle feminine British
National and World records, 108.9km/h.
(All subject to homologation.)
Angela is the daughter of Dan Smith,
a mainstay of the London Gliding Club
during the earlier post-war years and
CFI for many years. She started to glide
In the early 'sixties and entered her first
competition in 1969, at Booker, where
she finished eighth with a K-6E. At the
same competiti"on in 1970, she set up a
new feminine United Kingdom out-andreturn record of 303km. She worked for
a short time .in the BGA office and.
later, .at BLAC before going to South
Africa for a "three-month trip" late in
1971. In addition to participating in lhe
SQuth African Championships this year,
she flew in the Rhodesian COl'ltes,t in
October. 1972.
--

THE 1974 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
HE Bllitish team pilots-George Burton,. John Delafield, Bernard Fitchett
_ and John Willial1lson-wiU be trying hard to break the existing UK 200km
triangle record this year. Givf:n a reasonable summer it is likely the present
record of 74.7kmJh, held by John Williamson, will be well and truly beaten.
Concentrating on this task should be useful practice as it looks as though flying
really fast is what the '74 World Championships are going to be all about.
Soaring conditions at Waikerie, a small fruit-growing town on the Murray
river, are likely to be superb, though we have been warned not to expect
thermaJs to 10,000ft every day! The area surrounding the airfield is semi-arid.
flat plain country but SO or so miles to the west is the southern end of the
Flinders Range-lovely country with huge fields where if you have to make
an outlanding your worst problem is to find a telephone. However. north of
Waikerie and just -outside the promised contest area, is real frontier country:
Hundreds of miles of semi-desert scrub where it is impossible to land without
damage unless you can find a salt pan or clearing of some kind. No-one has yet
flown a glider across this territory from Waikerie and made it to Broken Hill.
Gold C distance away.
It all sounds very exciting but a long way away, particularly as during
the next 12 months we have to find a forbidding amount of money to enable
Britain to be properly represented with a full team and with gliders that w:1l
give us the best chance of winning. We are therefore launching

T

(on the theory that we have ·10
raise enough money to get everyone out to AustraJia and back
where they started!). Team members and crews will be coiltributing around £2,000 but,as BOA
general funds are not available for
world championship events, We
are still faced with raising the
largest sum of money from gliding
enthusiasts since Britain first entered world contests.
We are plotting various schcme.s
that will make giving almost a
pleasure (more news of these in
the next issue of 5&0) but in the
meantime Boomerang Fund ~epr<:
sentatives are being appointed in
clubs aI:l over the country to organise local money-making activities. And if you are thinking to
yourself that world championships

have nothing to do with the kind.
of gliding you do at your dubtake another look at the machines
at your site: The Dart, for example, or the Skylark 3 or 4, not
to mention the K-6 and the venerable Olympia. They are all examples of the tremendous stimulus
sailplane development gets whenever a world championships is
held and they are all gliders that
have given thousands of pilots
countless hours of enjoymentsimply flying for fUll.
PS. If you want to see the Team
in action come to the BGA annual
dinner and dance on March )()
when they will be challenging allcorners in an indoor boomerang
throwing contest. We understand
.Btennig James is training hard!
ROGER B.... RRE1'T; Team ManageI'.
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LIGHT AVIATION WEATHER
SERVICE

A ·GENERAL aVla·t!on weather forecast
service has been inlrodu~d for a trial
period 10 determine the usefulness 10 and
demand from pilots of short range light
airoraft operating at altitudes below
IO.OOOft asl in UK airspace, It wilt provide pre-recorded weather forecasts for
designated areas in the UK and Continental areas On the fringe of the English
Channel.
A proforma on wbich the forecast can
be written is available from the British
light Aviation Centre, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street, LOQdon, SWI.
and the forecasts Can be obtained by
telephoning as follows: For areas lying
approximately north afa line running
from Bristol to the Wash. Broughton
863686 or West Drayton 42513 ; areas
south of that line, West Drayton 42291
or BrolJghton 863636.
Areas north of Carlisle and ~ewcastle
are not included in the trial s~rvice.
NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER CLUB
THE Kirknewtol'l Gliding Club, at present based at Ri.tchie CamP. Kirknewton,
Midlothian (Secretary: R. D. Carsweli,
Esq, II Ains1ie Place. Edinburgh ~H3
6Al), has been approved as an associate
club member of the BGA. The category
of the Glasgow &. West of Scotland
club has, at its own request, been
changed from full membership to that of
associate membership.
NEW YEAR'S HONOURS

PETER SCOIT, a BGA vice-president,'
received a knighthood in the 1973 New
Year's Honours lisL Sqn Ldr lan Stra<:han, an RAF pilot, received a Queen's
Commendation for Flying and Acting
Fit Lt Waiter Hutchinsoo, office,r commanding 632 Gliding School at Te.mhill,
an MBE.
PTERODACTYLS AND T-53's
ON THE AIR

DR GEORGE WHITFIELD, of the
University of Reading, described his
work in determining how pteranodon
flew and lived (S&G, December 1971,
p452) on BBC 1 television on Thursday,
December 7. The programme, one of a
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series on animal design, first discussed
the gliding flight of mammals such as the
flying squirrels before moving on to the
pterodactyls, and included some gliding
sequences with Or Whitfield at the controls of aT-53.
GLIDING CERTIFICATES
~5

1/44
3/150
3/151
3/152
3/153
3/154
3/155
3/156
3/157
2/433

THREE DIAMONDS
(in Australia)
27.11
DIAMOND DISTANCE
27.11
L. S. Poulten
(in Australia)
DIAMOND HEIGHT
R. P. Saundby
Biccstet
30.10
W. W. Dickson
Bicester
30.10
A. S. Miller
Fenland
3Q.IO
S. A. Hatris.
Fenland
~.Il
R. C. R. Chesters London (in Austria) 6.6
R. J. Kerr
Deeside
30.10
C. W. S. Goodman Weekio
8.6
J. R. Monteith
Biccsl"r
29.10
DIAMOND GOAL
A. B. Milne
SGU
1.5
L. S. Pouhon

GOLD C DISTANCE
1.5
SGU
COLD C HEIGHT
Deeside
24.8
J. R. Bissctt
BrisLOI/Glos
2..9.10
G. J. Dorward
South Wales
22.10
S. P. P. Thomas
Bicester
25.10
W. W. Dickson
Fcnland
25.'10
A. S. Miller
Anglia
25.10
M. E. Bmok
Fenl'and
25.10
F. Cairns
S. Richardson
Fenland
25.10
R. J. A.mor
Fenland
29.10
J. D. Peck
Fenland
2.H
S. A. Harris
Fenland
2.11
M. F. M. Hardy
:Eagle
27.11
J. M. C. Manson·
Chilterns
6.11
C. B. Cogger
Chilterns
6.11
E.R.Ouffin
South Wales
22.10
M. A. aarke
Eagle
27.10
K. R. Aldridge
Bristol/Glos
23.10
E. J. Lambert
Coventry
25.11
M. J. Dean
Anglia
25.10
R. J. Cunoingham
Dorset F /C
23.11
G. H. N. Mealing
Bath/Wilts
22.tO
R. C. R. Chester.
London (in Austria) 6.6
A. John.on
Decsidc
25.11
j. S. Ruskiewiez
;U2
Polish AFA
N. Johns
Bristol/Glos
23/10
M. A. Gates
SUHey/Hants
20/10
GOLD C COMPLETE
334 W. W. Dickson
Bieester
25.10
335 J. M. C. Mailson
Chilterns
6.11
336 E. R. Duffin
South Wales
22.10
337 A. B. Milne
SGU
1.5
338 K. R. Aldridge
Bristol/Glos
23.10
339 R. C. R. Chesters
London
6.6
SILVER C
3274 R. B. Hayden
Essex
10.9
3275 D. P. White
Crusaders
15.7
3276 F.1. N. E1U.
Cornish
10.8
3277 P. S. Wood
Two Rivers
24.9
3278 C. F. Wilson
Yorkshire
5.7
3279 Carol Brook..
Midland
11.8
3280 M. Taytor-Bcaslcy Bath /Wilts
3.9
A. B. Milne

John Thorne (recently of Compton Abbas) is offering his
Rallye Minerva Glider Tug (220 hp) for Gliding
Competitions, Task Weeks, Wave Soaring and as a
Replacement fOT your Unserviceable Aircraft.
This superb Aircraft is available by the Day, Week, or
Month at very reasonable rates.

Do not be caught out by the new heavy Sailplanes with
wa~er ballast, USE A 220 hp TUG.
Book now for your Camp and Task Week by writing to

J. S. Thorne, The Bothy,
Crawley Court Gardens,
Crawley, Nr. Winchester, Hants.
V.K. Rallye Agent for
Glider Towing Aircraft

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £62
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - RIT
Frasea Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards accepted

C.J=J. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Management) 2152 (Operations}
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ANNUAL STATISTiCS-OCTOBER 1, 1971-SEPTEMBER 30, 1972
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GLIDING CLUB (SERVICE)

\J

Ba/h -& Wilts (1970/71)
Blackpool & Fylde
Bris/al & Glot

-

Dorset
Dum/ries & Dht
Enslone Eagles
Essex
Etsex & Suffolk
<Glamorgan
Glasgow & W Of SCOI
Hamblerons
High Easter
Hithland
In pen

Islay
Ken'
Lak..
Lasham GUqing Socie'y

College
Polish ,A' .F.A. (/970/ I)
& Ha",s

Jmp~rjal

Surr~\'

Scou; Association
Lincolnshire

.-::;r' ...-e..

2
2

Oxford

-I

Pelerbo-'-:;;lIgh & Spaldilli"- .-.----------.- .

Rorherham & Disl
Scollish Gfitlin}f'Ullioll

I

SOlllhdown
Sou/hWales
Staffordshire
Swindon
Trent Valley
Ulster & Shorts
U Of At/on III lJ'ham
U 0/ Glatgow <f: S'cl,l'de
Upward Bound Trust
Vale Of ;Veall.
Wellallll

1

WestWalf'J

I

'Wolds
Won'eslershir,
Wj'combe Glidillll School

I

Airways

7'hames

Vllll~y

Yorkshire

Cisavia

I

1
1

Aqui.'o

RAE Farnborough
RAE Perslrore
CIVILIAN TOTALS
Keflrel
AGA
Sour" We" Dit/
RAFGSA
Anlllia
Bannerdol"'t'
BiceSltr
Chilterns
'"
Clevehmds
Cranwel/-RIfF Coli
Ea." Midlands
Fen/and
-T'
I
! I Four Counties
Fu/mar
Humber
Mendips
Wrekin
RNGSA
Culdrose
Heron
Po,t.tmoutlr Nm'a/
~
T/I/mderers (1970/ I)
SERVICE TOTAL
SERVICE & CWILlAN TOTAL
OVERSEAS El/llle (Army Germany) (/970/1)
Phoenix (RifF Germany)
Two Rivets (RAF Germany)
Crut"dert (RAf Cypms), (1970/1)
OVERSEAS TOTAL
--l
I Centre-28 Schools
ATC

13

I

2
4
2
I
2
2
2
I
I
I
4
I
2
2
I'
3
I
2
1
2
2
I
125
2
4
2
2
6
2
3
3

,

:-1

'"

~

<.:l

..

\:l

~

---

~
<.:l

..

<.:l
~

~
<.:l

Flyinll
Days

.."

<;

"

....

'""11

<;

- - - - - 37

"

Courses

0

~

~

",

"

~

""tmber.iMp

..

~
~

~

.".

"l:

a·~

I
I
2
2
4
6
I

~
~
433
4572
3514
359
728
3480
417
3680
7574
2138
266
1559
2947
687
2260
7278
4914 - - 971
.
-4069
672
2445
6155
731
1658
300
415
100
1106
7178 - - - 1625
--

I
I

~

~i;::

J-=

--

,

----.ru

-- ------m-

---n -- --

---:ro

London
Mid/and
Milfjeld ,The !Jorders)
Newcastle & Teestide 1/970/ I)
Norfolk
Northumbria
N OI'wich Soari/12
Ouse

~

~

Cross·
Clykl1l

2 6 - 4 - lij""
8
54
7
91
27
7
113
7
32
115
9
89
5
51
6
83
I
2630
95
9
93
47
3
186 "3(j 5515
2
3488 236 1'33 18
I
40
2
I
6
25
4
56
660
12
87
8
49
109
4
I
1078
42
202 10
9
49
4
9
I
9805 237 137
23
66
8
23
151
58
2
4
196
I
1110
100 10- ~
2
8
J'OoO 8 3 48'
43
273 18
23
163
82
3
3 23
10376 202
89
4
7
I
I
21CO
42
4
2
I
I
2
960 204 140
175
97
144
24
5
4
160 130
15
14
I '"'746S
I
l'4I9
190 91 --8 -69-\47 -1-3- -29145 11
83
7
70
2
1387
1106
I
3
9
4601
1667
185 105
517
71
lOO
5
20
4
1614
5
2
I
5750
140 13
169
2
18
53
981
2140
106
2
JI
2
480'l
33
6
I
10
2
49
23
17
2
118
- - - ----;j'Q2
-60 -4" - 66
10 T 1467'I
183
6 214
2
16
I
1430
4366
101
58
5101
62
14
2
2
66
43
2
3
I
571
1405
26
I
81
700
18
57
84
4
I
89
. --3--2-~1-- ----s729---1'5'3 ----s6
~ --7- -6940
7
I
11
5
2
2
30
52
22
I
5
34
308
273
104
I
2
2230
48
2
3
61
34
311
I
I
4
I
1449
17
I
1
33
27
352
--'l448 '""251-3-1 32 3W 173 -1-8- -----;w"'1674
3
2
10
I
9592
47
45
7
6
8
414
1000
115
25
2
I
4
I
2063
225
100 411
2
4
77
3 24206
8555
4038 1624
68
2
11
4
2
135
70
508
3350
2
I
684
30
JO
270
2900
I
3
380
323
2389
12480
,
10
4985
NIA
260
460
I
I
2500
--2 -12- 74 -1-230~ ""100
3
I
3
I 1900
382 16
52
16
161
251 180
5732
4
5
47
2 14368
179
69
373
21
2697
1363
3
3
16
11553
28
I
10
I
5
59
9
117
90
I
2
1644
63
10
30
2
3
91
66
246
150
I
I
I
1456
--2 -16- ~ - 7 - 18I
2
2
4
3274 ~ ~ 25T -m112~
96 12
4
130
20
58
1088
1200
175
2
2
13
I
6710
12
162
520
97
64
1
I
I
428

AVTO

O"'Off & Somerset
DonC-<lster &- Disl
Dorset I-C & AI' C,.,u

iJ"

I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
I
I
4
2
I
3
2
2
I
2
I
I
I

Albatross
Angus

Buckminster
Burton & Derby
Cambridge V
Cornish
COIswcld
C01'enlrv
C.I.T. (tranfjelff)
Deeside
Derby & L~"cs

- . .."
G

...~ '"'"... ...'"

Hours

Lmmches

2
2

1

I
2
15

I

2
2
2
2
2
3
2
46
171
2
2
2
3
9
139

2
2

I
I
4
2
I
2
2
I
3
I
2
I
2

9
7
6
2
18
2
6
3
10
4
3

1

2
2

I
I
1

I

1
3

3
11

2

4
4
2

I()

3

12
20

2

5245

2664
1447
1701
9812
3691
3537
2787
3634
4253
801
997
892
2935
927
450
1024
4274
4873
4470
6705
7498

I
1613
3
3108
I
1500
I
2
136 487 52 267966
2
3
4500
4
4
I
3745
3
1
I
2969
2
4356
J 1470~
13
3
4112
I
5
3 1
8000
2
2
3776
3
I
4106
2'
4
1
5551
4
1
4706
I
I
2573
4522
1
2
I
3553
I
1
4442
3
I
I
3192
2
3787
3
2
3
3456
2
2
I
601
3
63
23 16 85652
199 510 68 353618
4
3967
I
4859
3
10266
7
4
I
5080
1,8
2 124172
,160342
103

~

27,

109
76

33
14
8
11
-3-i4-sf
31
10
26
2
156
170
78
200 17
46
24
175
1025
3847
800
328 203
484
127 18
41
835
128
106
102
8
12
6
52
2
530
93
41'2
--- - -sF
-1- ~ 68 - 5 - - 96
67
I
7
8279
800
187 133
63
4
3
540
1000
106
45
42
5
343
418
350
87
184
54
I
35
3
15
6
112
81
- - - ----;n
- - 521 41
-IT -1- - 12
25
31 Continuous
76
267
80
64
4
10
15
47
120
25
10
200
63
16
36
I
20
18
83
74
736
145
344
188
- - - ~r - - -115 132 -46 - 62 - 8 - 10121
((,60
20
9
102
301
5
242
1698
967
R71
95
18
300 200
180 20
592
2786
366
220 20
798
3554
324
-8- 28
2000
5TO --600 282 47 --"18 150 l'8'3

771

'S8
689
2068
- - - 394
- - -zoo
--,-s ~

--3 ~

---:ro

---m-

---

-----

--

.

-----aoo

3

182-58

2054

510
2564
20822

158
442
110
6291516035
R24
586
677
765
5518
736
680
1600
547
526
903
1317
343
713
408
834
616
722
493
240
45
18297
976
-812i2 7011

-760

88748
7218
3495
1158
1200
4800
2025
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"SEA BREEZE"
OVER CENTRAL
ENGLAND
By ALAN DIVER
N Sunday, June 13, .1971, during
O
the Sports and Club Class National
Gliding Championships at. Husbands

Bosworth in Leicestershire, the competitors had to fiy into an almost ideal
example of what Wally WaJlington calls
a Pseudo-8ea Breeze Front in his book
"Meteorology Jor glider pilots". Thus,
the front was observed by most of the
field. Some, recQgnising it for what it
was, used it successfully, while others.
delving into the depths of the front in
an effort to gain the necessary photograph of the turning point, Oundle
church, p,lummetted to the ground. The
result was a first class set of eyewitness ac<:ounts of the front.

Figure 1

In the case of the pseudo sea-breeze
situation relatively rapid heating will
occur in the clear air on the south side
of the stratus/fog edge, while cool, dense
air will remain to the north of the front
where the sun's radiation cannot pene-

METEOROLOGICAL SITUATION

Figure 1 shows the synoptic situation
at 06.00GMT on June 13, 1971.
Most readers will be familiar with
the mechanism of the normal sea breeze.
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trate to the ground. Thus the stratusl
fog edge acts like the coastline in the
normal sea hreeze situation.
EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNTS

The frontal position is shown for
aPl'roximately 12.3OGMT. It is worthy
of note tbat, judging from pilot reports
of cloud and lift, the front was composed of several "loops" Or "folds". It
would appear, from the reports of
vigorous lift and turbulence just southwest of Oundle church, that the warm
air enclosed in one of the loops might
well have been lifted off the surface by
the colder air on ,either side. The surface
wind Was a variable southerly to the
south of the front, but a definite northeasterly to the north of the front.
Most gliders found good thermals
after being dropped from the tug-and
dimbed normally. From their positions
near the start line the edge of the frontal
cloud could be readily seen by the pilots.
Various "probing" attempts were made
into the front, but in general their aircraft were forced to make some sort of
"dog-leg" track to the church.
The cross-section shown in figure 3
illustrates and summarises ey~witness
accounts of the part of the track lettered
A B C in figure 2.. One pilot flying from
position G (figure 3) found 6kt lift

over the nose of the front and also
observed the typical "curtain clouds"
ahead of bim. He ascended in cloud to
S,SOOft. The cloud step was well defined
on both loops. Under the step steady
lift of 3 to 6 kts was found.
Approaching Oundle church several
pilots found strong lift (lOkt or
more) and ascents in cloud were made
to as high as 10,OOOft, though the lift
was found to be very turbulent between
6,000 and 8,OOOft. This strong lift near
Oundle church is very interesting. It was
probably due to a greater degree of instability being realised here than elsewhere in the warm air which might have
been due to the warm air being lifted off
the surface by the undercutting colder
air from both sides of a loop, or to the
warm air in this area being heated under
the clear skies rather more than elsewhere (possibly for some local topographical reason) before being lifted by
the undercutting ,colder air, or to a combination of both effects.
The representative tephigram ascents
are reproduced in figure 4 and show the
instability produced. Some pilots who
found the strong lift used the height
gained to take their photographs and
then returned to re-utilise the lift before
heading towards the second turning point,
Olney church. The cloud broke on the
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second leg just after Thrapston and little
difficulty was fnund in completing the
task.
It is worth mentioning that one
Coventry Gliding Club member, who
took off after the c:ompetitjon aircraft
were clear of the airfield, found a steady
2kt lift over the frontal nose and "ridgesoared" one of the protruding loops for
over an hour. This ffight is reminiscent
of the conditions found by Keith Nurcombe during his flight from Husbands
Bosworth to the Wattisham area, an
account of which was published in S&G,
August-September 1966.

250/ C'9

CONCLUSION

Glider pilots can make long, relatively
easy, cross-country flights along the
fringes of doud sheets in pseudo sea
breeze situations. The area of lift will
be well marked by the sea breeze cloud
formation.
My thanks to all the competitors who
talked to me about the front. and particularly to Jack Harrison, Pete Saundby
and John Cadman, who were "grilled"
more than most.
A lan Diver. of the Meteorological
Office, was one of the forecasters at the
Sport/Club Class Nationals in 1971.

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
Order now for that Gold 'C' or Diamond Task. Height range to choice, 6, 8 , 10 or
12 km. £59.00 .complete with 50 aluminium foils, packing and postage 63p. Motor
Glider model, to record engine on/off.. £68.00 c.omplete with 50 aluminium foils or
paper charts, packing and pOstage 63p.

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire. TeJ: Fierri.atd 359 or 0256-83359
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THE FIRST
18 MONTHS
By GERRY LEECH
URING my first 18 months of
D
gliding, 1 have been asked on several
occasions, as 1 am sure have many others,
the questions: How much? How long?
etc. This has prompted me to draw up
the following table, as a rough guide to
anyone who may be interested. It is intended merely as a note of one fairly
average person's experience with no
previous flying expenence. Most of the
early flying was performed at weekends,
up to three launches on some days, and
with no long breaks-ie, 00 more than
two weeks without flying.
The first six months were spent in
K-7's launched by aerotow; the club then
acquired a Falke which was introduced
into the training programme and proved
very successful, especially during inclement we.ather conditions and for certain
exercises.
I feel that January was a particularly
good time to start as the initial manoeuvring difficulties were being overcome as the weather became more soarable. A very good spring and summer
also moved progress along fairly rapidly.
For one short spell during tho initial
training, I remember feeling rather
despondent at not being able to master
the aerotow, but that was the only black
spot in an otherwise smooth progress to
first solo.
Dale

/97[

Jan
Apr
May
\oIav
Mair
lun
July
AUg
Sept
Oct

Dcc

1971

1"n
Apr
Ma\!
Mav
)ul';
lul>'

Time
lapse
(moni/IS)

Is progress affected by the size of the
club? With no experience of other clubs
this is impossible to answer with any
degree of certainty; but presumably the
larger the membership, the larger the
fleet. The number of two-seaters and
number of instructors to man them must
have a great bearing on progress. At
my own particular club we were very
fortunate in that there was rarely a time
when an instru~tor was not available;
even in mid-winter, there were usually
one or two spare to take over as each
one froze solid and had to be stood in
a corner to thaw out.
Our other tremendous asset is a completely dedicated CFI who is always
eager to be flying, and to have as many
aircraft in the air as possible at every
moment and in all weathers. A CFI who
appears to live only to fly and to teach
others to appreciate the same pleasures
he so obviously derives from gliding;
who has enough enthusiasm to tug, sit
in the back seat of a glider and ffy the
Falke all at the same time and who has
the aptitude to encourage signs of enterprise and initiative when they show themselves.
The cost? Charges vary so much from
club to club that it is impossible to give
any guide on this subject. Those shown
in the table are fairly low, I believe,
compared with others. Also to these must
be added the annual membership, in our
case £15, and the initial joining fee, £7.
It would be interes-ting to know how
this brief summary compares with flying
from a purely winch site.
Ev.~nl

No of

launches
(cumulj

11 wk.
15 ,,·k.
15 "'ks
4
5
6
6t
8
9
I1

1
20
33
34
37
50
54
66
81
89
108

12
15
16
16
17
18

131
141
143
161
162

112

FirSt fliebt
Genera) lraining
General training
Firsl solo

}Jours

PI

Pl

(cum)

t

5
8t
8t
9

t

Bronze leg (9th solo)
2nd Bronze leg (13th solol
J.t flight in .ina1e-scatcr (Skylark 3)
Silver duration
Bronze C
1st fli1ht K·6E

1t
4
7
91,
23
24
28

1st wave flight
ht cross·country 53km
Passenger check
lC"[ winch ride
Silver distance
Silver height: Silver complete

29
43
SO
50
56
58

C dUr4uion

Hou'l

(cum)

Cum

cost
£

J7~

2
28
44
45
48
71
80
100
131
154
173

18t
19
21
211
22
22

183
222
240
241
265
268

lot
lOt
11\

I3t
IS
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PIRAT

PIRAT

COBRA 15

15M 1:33.2 glide angle. Price delivered Booker Airfield,
Marlow, ,Bucks. with full set of instruments excluding
altimeter. £2,447. Quick delivery.
1'5M sailplane. Winner ef many international cempetitions.

1:38 gl,ide angle. Price delivered U.K. with full set of instruments excluding altimeter. £3,078. Quick delivery.
Demonstrations now available. Write for details.

BOCIAN lE

Two-seater. Price delivered Booker Airfield £2,390
Ql,Jick delivery.
Trailers for above from £370 (Jow profile)
A 'few aircraft ,available 'for delivery before V.A.T.
Write or phone for details.

Polish Tug Aircraft WILGA 35. Full British C of A now granted. Very
'cheap to operate. Pric~ on application. Delivery 3 months.

Full range of PZL IfJstruments in stock.
For full details contact John Strllgnell at:

DALl'RADE LTD.,. "'0 Cannon Street, London, E.C.4
Tele,phone 01-623 5464 or evenings Bourne End 23458
Sole Exporters - Pezetel, 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Poland
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OVERSEAS NEWS
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Please seod news and exchange copies of journals to the Overseas Editor's new
address: A. E. SLATER, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge CB4 2BQ, England.

THE GERMAN ALPINE GL,IDING SCHOOL
By P. G. HARDIE·BICK

HE Deutsche
T
(DASSU) near
regional centre for

Alpensegelflugschule
Unterwossen is the
Bavaria and is sUbstantially responsible for ab-initio training in the province. Training is also
carried out at clubs but it seems to be
generally accepted that the way t,o get
a pre-cross-country licence, issued by the
overnment. incidentally, is to attend a
fortnight's course at one of the country's
four provincial centres.
At UnterwOssen the setting is mountainous. The strip, narrow though comfortably long, is dominated by steep
mountain slopes. One can expe-rience
here most of the conditions encountered
in mountain soaring within easy gliding
distance of the airfield.
Christian Gad. during one of my visits
to Germany in 1971. first po:nted out the
enchanting opportunities offered by the
soaring conditions in the northern part
of the Alps. I had reached the end of a
tour of duty in central Africa and having
a long leave period ahead. I resolved to
try an Alpine soaring holiday at Unter·
wossen for at least a part of the time .
. It has ,been my experience that family
11 Fe and gliding mix like oil and water,
particularly with young children arQund.
The tentative arrangement made at UnterWOssen was, for this reason, for the
relatively short period of two weeks

initially. It must be something of a record
that my own family actually spent five
weeks at Uhterwossen. This feat was
possible, I think, by a subtle combination <of the hospitality of the Muliers at
Pension Stanislaus, who also provided an
indoor swimming pool and two ponies in
a field nearby, and a remarkable pattern
of weather conditions. Thus on some
days, although it was just f1yable, I was

Unterwossen (gliders facing east)
Photo: P. G. Hordie-Bick
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able to' declare and carry out family outing programmes without a pang of conscience or a sidelong glance at the airfield. These not altogether ullimpor~nt
features made the infrastructure of the
gliding holiday viable for the whole
family.
The arrangements at DASSU are efficient blltthey are carried out in an unobtrusive informal fashion. Thus on my
arrival from Malawi, my medical certificate from the PPL I held in tbat country
was accepted together with the motorglider certificate and my 18-year-old
Silver C. I Was given three check flights,
a circuit, a cable break praciice and a
short soaring flight on the slope before
being sent off solo for local soaring. The
cable break practice pmvided most interest because it .is always taught at the
critical height, too high to land straight
ahead and too low to make a comfortable circuit. The resulting manoeuvre, in
the narrow airfield operating three parallel launching and landing paths, is cal1ed
a "Bayerncurve" and consists of a kind
of procedure turn to arrive back on the
launch patb ,going the other way.
The importance of this manoeuvre became, evident later on when two early
solo pilots managed to clash wings halfway dawn the strip wbe,n one of them
ROSENHEIMe
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wandered a little too far over into the
normal landing area after a cable bJ1eak,
The noise and tbe resulting chaos reminded me of two knights in armour
cRarging each other on the jousting field.
Fortunately neither pilot suffered any
injury but the accident put two ma()hines
out of the flight line for at least a month.
The fleet's supply of K-S's dwindled
during my first two weeks as a result of
the incident described above and another
outlanding prang on a Silver C attempt.
I bad therefore to transfer myself to the
L-Spatz brigade. Tb,is is a delightfully
sensitive little machine with not much
penetration and it seemed rather cruel tQ
load my vast bulk ioto such a small aircraft. However, it served me well and I
became Ilcquainted with the valley and
all the mountains within five or 10 miles
of Unterwossen.
I learned the part abollt not flying too
slowly in ,the hill lift which tends to die
out rather suddenly, leaving one longing
for more aileron control to turn out into
the valley for room to build up speed
again. I also learned about the paradox
of mOUl)tain flying, tbat it is almost all
done close t'o the gmued or to the roeley
crags once above tbe tree line~and about
searching for thermals in the mountains
by keeping to the sunny side of the

~RIEN"

C><'EHSEE

va!leys and hunting. close to ~he hJllsides.
In addition to all thIS, I practIsed increasing my thermalling performance to reach
a maximum rate of climb for the conditions prevailing. In all this I was encouraged by GeTd Riedel, the chief instructor, who assured me that I would
not stand a chance of getting round
300km without getting most of my basic
manoeuvres up to a reasonable standard
of efficiency.
After a week or so of charging round
the valley in the L·Spatz, I discovered
that my aerotow experience was too
ancient to qualify me for solo tows at
Unterwossen. So 1 had to begin to
accumulate the five dual aerotows necessary to qualify before I could g:t myself
launched into the normal cross-country
thermal before midday. I felt rather fed
up with this rather routine chore, but I
saw the reason for their insistance on it
on my second solo tow, by which time I
had transferred to the SF-27.
1 had been told frequently how rough
Alpine aerotows could be, but nothing in
fact prepares you entirely for such an
experience. I had a new tug pilot whom
I had not seen before and who I suppose.
looking in his rear view mirror, saw a
sleek yellow aircraft with a pilot of some
experience in it. Anyway, Whatever he
saw Or didn't see, that day he decided to
go up the mountain the quick way. This
consisted of the normal course out to
the Chiemsee side of the hill and then,
instead of retracing our track and flying
sedately up the ridge, he turned into the
va!ley formed by the two main ridges
and flew up into the funnel.
1 suppose I will find the techniques to
use in such circumstances to make progress smoother, but I must confess that.
without a horizon and enduring turbulence created by the combination of
thermal and hill lift, I had my hand on
the release more than once. The Super
Cub seemed unaffected by my somewhat
erratic following manoeuvres but I was
greatly relieved when the turbulent lift
shot us straight over the ridge near to
the summit of the mountain with 600ft
to spare.
The use of motor gliders has been fully
developed at DASSU and the ab initio
course used them for circuit training,
each pupil being given about 25 circuits
and landings in Falke 2SB'S before trans-

ferring back to gEders again for completion of his pre-solo stage. The first few
flights of the course are also given on
pure gliders. High utilisation was being
achieved by the two Falkes at Unterwossen and I was assured that they had
obtained an average of 800 hours flying
a year on each of them.
I used the Falke to begin to find my
way about in the mountains and I think
anyone visiting the Alps for the first
time should spend a fl:W hours route
finding and generally getting to know the
area. There is so much to learn about
the mountains not easily conveyed on a
map that the whole process can be
speeded up tremendously by some onthe-spot demonstrations by an experienced instructor. I flew to B.ockstein. a
turning point for the commonest 300km
triangle, to see how the track would look
from a glider. It was clear that some of
the leaps from one ridge to another
might be rather dodgy but once one
knew where the regular thermals could
be found at different times of day, the
tasks were probably not too difficult. J
feel that more use should be made of
motorgJiders, particularly in mountainous country, for route exploration.
The chance which might have gained
me a real opportunity to attempt a
300km flight, did not occur, although I
once got as far as a genuine declaration.
After much excitement, map preparation
and photographs for the official observer,
a wnole gaggle of gliders was aerotowed
to the mountain top in great style. However, within an hour, despite the optim;stic weather forecasts. all but one of us
were back on the grQund again and the
one remaining airborne was hill soaring
on the home slope. Nevertheless, it was
great fun to go gliding in the mountains
and I can recommend it Wholeheartedly
10 all my friends.
The total bill for 2S1- hours was about
£ 120. Falke time (4t bours) CQst about
is.SO per hour. Gliding 'between £2 and
£3 per hour, getting cheaper if one
stayed up more than an hour. Ab initio
courses cost about £SS for 10-14 flying
days. However, as these are conducted
mainly in German, it would be essential
for pupils to be reasonably fluent Oerman speakers. Address: 8211 Unterwossen, Chiemgau /Oberbagein.
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Salisbury G'.C. ,ife at Warren Hills

Photo: McGeorge

NIMBUS 2 DOMINATES RHODESIAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
lM BlGGS of South Africa and his
T
new Nimbus 2 dominated the 12
consecutive contest days of the Rhodesian Nationals, held at Warren Springs,
near Salisbury, from October 9 to 20. He
won 11 out of the I2 days ,in the Open
Class and finished nearry 3,000 20ints
ahead of the Open runner up, Barry
Turner (Libelle). Ted Pearson (Std Cirrus)
won the Standard Class., with Dick
Bradley (Std Austrill SH·I) second.
This year tbe entry of 19 sailplanes was
the highest in the hist.ory of the Rhode'sian championships, reports Jenny Small.
Nine of these came from Johannesburg,
and one from Cape Town.
The weather prior to the championships was neither seasonal nor encouraging, but the sun made its appearance just
in time to dry the ground before the
start.
The contest period in its earlier stages
was plagued with thunderstorms, necessitating at times very large deviations
from track in order to complete the
tasks, which were the same for both
Open and Standard machines. It was not
record-breaking weather, although:
46

011 the second day, after T,im Biggs
had completed the 200km out-andreturn, he "set off on a IOOkm triangle
record attempt. Unfortunately, his time
of 44 minutes was not good ,eAQu,gh to
improve his own record."
On the fourth day, "one nameless pilot
managed with incalculable cunning to get
on the wrong side of the storm front to
find himself at 11,000ft 20 miles out ()f
Warren Hills and unable to penetrate the
storm. He was f'orced to make an igoominOIJS full-brake descent into the nearest
field to avoid being blown even further
away from the airfield".
On the seventh day, a 300km triangle,
"the only drop out WaS Johnny Battershill who wandered a little off course on
the second leg. He didn't realise his error
until he saW the Kariba Dam, a Inere
100 miles West of the turn point. He was
ex.tremely lucky to find the only airfield
in the midst of what can only be described as trackless jungle abounding in
natural life. At this point, his luck
deserted him. The mission which kept
the airfield was one of the 'dry' order
and Johnny Livingstone Battershill spent

an agonising 36 hours awaiting alcoholic
sustenance."
On the ninth day, ",all the competitors
completed the task exceflt Dick Bradley
who literally nearly burnt his boats when
he arrived very low at a grass fire which
refused to support him. Luckily, an
adjacent main road made a suitable run\vay."

On the tenth day, "the task set was the
notorious run of 3l2km to Unniati power
station and back. Notorious because if
you stay on track the country is rough,
with no landmarks or civilisation. Most
pilots had turned when the plainti,ve cry
was heard. This year, Dave Murchie in
the BJ-4 was the luckless soul. When
asked to give landmarks the best he
could find were some hills in the distance
and a small lake below. Well, Alf
Thompson (contest organiser) said later,
you can go almost anywhere in Rhodesia
and see hills in the distance and a lake
somewhere belpw. However, the story
had a happy ending, and Dave was
eventually shepherded home with the
cO'opera,tion of Salisbury Radar. Later,
Dave's ego returned and he produced a
photograph of a vast area of bush surrounding a lake and asked if it could be
identified for distance points."
Tasks: I, 103km triangle; 2, 205km
out-and-return; 3. 31lkm triangle; 4,
212km triangle; 5" 2IOkm triangle; 6,
227km triangle; 7, 30lkm triangle; &,
103km triangle; 9, 236km out-and-return;
10, 312km triangle; 11, 311km triangle;
12, IOOkm triangle.
Final leading results, Open: Tim Biggs
(Nimbus 2), 11995; :2, Barry Turner
(Libelle), 9063; 3, Dave Murchie (BJ-4),
8105; 4, Rod YelIand (BS-I). 7906.
Standard: Ted Pearson (Std Cirrus),
9127; 2, Dick Bra,dley (Std Austria SRI),
7795; 3, Ian Robertson (K-6E), 7344; 4.
Jack HartIey (Phoebus), 6945.
EXCEPTIONAL WEATHER IN
DENMARK

DENMARK had quite extraQrdinarily
good soaring weather in the late summer
and autumn of 1972. according to Lllftsport. For instance, on September 5,
ne.ar Kalundberg in Seeland, Gunnar
NIelsen, aged 63 (brother of international
pilot Ejvind Nielsen), achieved Gold C

height without going iota cloud,. gaining
3,200m on a climb to 3,525m (12,303fl).
The fiight was "possible only through
the burning-off of fields".
Then, on Sept 24, Allan Johansen flew
510km in an tS-1 from Arnhorg in
Denmark to Kassel in Germany.
On Sept 23, a new gliding centre at
Gorlose, 30km NE of Copenhagen, was
officially opened, one of the visitors
being Goran Ax, Open Class World
Champion. The centre has been under
construction over the last few years at a
cost of about £35,000.

CANADiAN AIRSPACE FOR
WAVE FLYING

AN airspace reservation for gliders was
specially granted fora wave camp at
Cowley, Alberta, last September by the
Canadian Ministry of Transport, after a
consultation with Ministry officials by
Dave Tustin, Chairman of the Airspace
Committee of the Soaring Assoeiation
of Canada.
When comments have been gathered in
from all the various agencies involved, it
is hoped that the outcome will be such
that the reservation will become permanent and can be requested on the spur of
the moment by contacting Calgary ATe.
Thus, comments Mr Tustin in Free
Flight. "We have won 'round one' and I
am confident that. with perseverance 00
our part, and with continued understanding of the unique requirements of
our sport by the MoT, we will eventually be granted unlimited use of the
upper airspace."
BIG CHOPPER IS WATCHING YOU

IN the neWspaper Frankfurter Rundscholl
pilot Klaus Piotowski describes how he
has been hunting sailplanes which climb
above the 1,500m limit allowed in the
region around Frankfurt-am-Main. In a
few days, he says, he found four exceeding the permitted maximum. Re telephoned the gliding centre at Gelnhausen
and they said: "They could not ha,ve
been our pilots"_ But they were: the registration markings CQuld be identified
from the helicopter (Aerokurier).
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1972 AT ZELL
AM SEE
By RICHARD FORTESCUE
HE 1972 summer at Zell was not its
T
best from the gliding point of view,
but it was mat as disappointing as in the

UK. The best cross,country days were
May 23 and June 7, on each of whi~h
six 500km flights were completed. In all,
there were 16 flights of this distance, 11
being for DiamQnd distance claims. On
June 14, a 600km triangle was completed
(while your scribe was struggling to get
back to the si te from 125krn out!) and
Qn July 5 a 600km Qut-and-return was
achieved.
UnusuaIIy for the summer, Diamond
height was obtainable on June 6 and
June 11; Ralph Che.sters from the
London Gliding, Club getting< the best
height of all. Since the release has tQ be
at about 5,OOOfl asl, a Diamond climb
means quite a while on oxygen. At the
more usual time of the year·, the wave
was DiamQnd-wQrthy again Qn October
27.
In all, 193 flying days gave 8,491 aeroIQWS and 7,179 bours of glider flying.
There were 22 Diamond legs, cQmpared
with 13 Silvers.
800krn ALPINE OUT-AND-RETURN

GUnter Cichon is repQrted in Aerokurier to have flown an out-and~return
of 809km on the "super-day" of May 23.
He flew a 1701 Phoebus from Lanzen,
190km east of ZeJl am See, to a turning
point in the Vozalberg, near the Swiss
border, and back. Earlier record flights
using the sites at ZelJ and Aigen had to
inclUde long se_ctions aver the Swiss Alps.
The fast section from Aigen to the Arlberg and back can still be used with the
more easterly start and finish, and it
would be flown at a good time of day.
On this particular day conditions deteriorated early in the west and Cichon's
choice of site was particularly valuable.
It seems almost certain that a l,OOOkm
Alpine out-and-return will be flown
within the next year or two. (Platypus
please note; the Alps are a lot cfoser than
the Appalachians!)
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SCOTLANDWELL CARAVAN SITE
Only 1/2 mile from lPortmoak Gliding
Club. Ideally situated far touring,
swimming, golf & fishing. MOdern
toilet block with showers,
Hot water free.

6& 4 Be.rth Caravans for hire
on site
Tents & T'ourers welcomed
D. ,L.. Patersan, The W.II GaTa-ge, SCDtlandwe-II"
Kinro5s..shire
T~: Scotlandwell 289

HANNA REITSCH "WOMAN
PILOT' OF THE YEAR"

HANNA REITSCR, former leading
German woman glider pilot a,nd later
test pilot for many forms of aircraft,
completed a month's le~ture tour- of the
United States' by being declared "Woman
Pilot of the Year" by the American
Society of Experimental Test Pilots. At
Los Angeles, before an audience of 1,700,
including test pilots, astronauts and
others. site showed films of her indoor
helicopter flight in tbe Deutschland Halle
in Berlin, and of war-time test flights,
and received an Homorary Fellowship
Award.
Her autobiography, FJiegerl mein Leben,
published in 1951 (and in English tfans·
lation as The Sky My Kingdom in 1955),
is again being marketed if! Germany,
with autographed copies available from
Aerokllrier" which, in its review of the
book, expresses disappointment that it
has not oeen brought up to date.

BRAZILIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

LAST year's Brazilian National Championships were held in Ribeiro Preto
and only got going after four days of
bad weather, as is "normal" in our
sport" cQmrnetlls A viaci'an e Astronautica
which adds that informatiem about the
meeting was "fragmentaria". In Class A,
George MUnch won with an S&-5;
Ekkehard Schubert was 2nd and Jose
IIton Gomez 3rd, each with an Urupema.
In Class B Jocl Santos ,Costa was 1st and
Paulo Roberto Garcia 2nd, each with a
Grunau: 3rd was Fernando da Cruz
Souza Pinto. Eight tasks were flown.

EUROPEAN PILOTS EXCEL AT
SOUTH AFRlqAN NATIONALS
OR many years, South Africa has
F
been recognised as a tbermal speed
soaring country second to none, and an
increasing number of European pilots go
there each year to compete in the
ationals (held at Tempe airfield, Bloemfontein) and to crack some of their
national records.
British pilots have always enjoyed an
ample measure of success, and the
championships period, from December
17 to January 5, has provided a bumper
crop of records.
John De!afie!d, who will represent
Britain in the 1974 World Championships, broke the British National 500km
triangle record on two consecutive days
with his Kestrel 19, and Angela Smith
broke the feminine British National 300
and 500 km triangle records, in the process setting a new feminine World record
for the 500km triangle (further details
on p32).
The championships was divided into
two parts. The first, the team championships (run on the same lines as the German Hahnweide contest) was held f~om
December 21 to 28. This handicapped
competition produced the following leading results: I, O. Schauble (West Germany). Std Cirrus; 2, F. Ragot (France).
Kestrel 19; 4, Con Greaves (UK), Std
Cirrus; 6, Angela Smith (UK), LibeIle
301; 7, R. Feakes (UK), Kestrel 19.
The Open and Standard Class cham·
pionships was held from December 29
to January 5, and achieved seven contest days. The same tasks were set for
bot,h Open and Standard Classes. There
were 38 competitors, of whom a third
were Europeans. Representing Britain
were John Delafield in the Open (Kestrel
19) and Andy Gough in tbe Standard
(Std Cirrus).
Delafield came second. in the Open,
behind S. H. Heiriss of South Africa,
fiying an ASW-17. Gough finished in
6th place in the Standard class, which
Was won by Schauble.
Final leading resu1ts. Open: S. H.
Heiriss (South Africa), ASW-17, 6248;
2. J. Delafield ('Great Britain), Kestrel 19,
(,067; 3, O. Schauble (West Germany),

Std Cirrus, 5211; 4, T. Biggs (South
Africa). Nimbus 2, 5122.
Standard: I, O. Schauble (West Germany), Std Cirrus, 6372; 2, R. Clifford
(South Africa), ASW-15, 5934: 3. B.
Gantenbrink (West Germanyl), Std Cirrus, 5703; 4. G. Gebauer (West Germany), LS-Ic, 5530.
Note: All competitors were first scored
for placings in the Open class; then re·
vised scores were worked out for those
flying Standard class machines for the
Standard class contest.
LOW COUNTRIES
GLIDING MAGAZINE

ARY CEELEN of Holland, who for
some years has been the editor of the
Eindhoven Aero Club's club magazine
Q-ml//l/s, has relinqui.shed this post and
is introducing a new bi·monthly magazine under the name P/alleur which is
aimed ro establish a sound news service
for sporting aviation in the Benelux
countries.
CANADIAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1972

THE 1972 Canadian National Championships was held at Rockton Giiderporl in
late July, with 22 contestants (inclUding
four from the USA). There were seven
tasks from July 25 to 31 (2J7km triangle,
two l06km out-and-returns, a 300km
triangle, a Cat's Cradle with six turning
points, a 253km triangle and a 129km
out-and-return). The last three days were
washed out by rain. Jim Carpenter
(Libelle H-301) won with 5418 points
and Hal Wentworth (Std Cirrus) second
with 5225.
The 1973 Nationals will be held at
Winnipeg over 11 days, probably beginning on July 4, but possibly later.
A regional championship, the first to
be held in Canada, was held at Claresholm airport, 60 miles south of Calgary,
over seven days from July 9 to 15.
Eleven pilots entered with nine sailplanes,
Dave Marsden (HP-14) winning with
3988 points from the seven contest days
(Free Flight).
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DENMARK TO IGNORE
OPEN CLASS

AFTER 1974, Danish glider pilots are
expected to take part in international
contests only in the Standard Class. Per
Weishaupt, writing in Lu!tsport, states
that tbe 1973 and 1974 Natiollal Championships will be held in a "Fre.e Class"
(consisting of Open a·nd glass.fibre Standard <:lasses) and Club Class, the definition of which w.ilJ be regulated otherwise
tban by price. After that, there will be
only Standard ,and Club Class contests.
At a recent meeting of the Nordic
Gliding Associations (Denmark, Finland,
Sweden and Norway), it was decided to
hold the next Nordic. Championships in
197~. In al! these Nordic countries.,
Welshaupt says, interest in tbe Open
Class is waning, and they agreed on a
wider promotion of the Clu.b Class.

PMR·Ft. YING WITH A MODEL
SlEGFRIED KIER. who finished sixth
if! last; year's ~ustrl.an National Championships, describes In Flugsport·Zeitung
how he was helped to climb out Of a
",:"i;tches' cauldron" {Hexenkessel) near
Llenz w~ere he. got stuck3;fter rounding
two turnmg pomts on a triangular race.
He Was battling for every metre of height
when suddenly he noticed a radio-controlled model sailplane at the same
~Ititude as himself. With its heIp he was
Ju~t able to hold his height in the slope
Wind. Soon, however, it became evident
that an expert model flier was at work
here, who indicated the slopes tOWl!rds
wh.ich he should steer. And behold, he
Writes, this outstanding teamwork bore
frUit and together they climbed 300m
(1,000£1.). So, after two hours' delay, he
was able to proceed on course to the
finishing point.

field too late and changing onc's choice
too late. Bad landings on or outside the
airfield accounted for 32.5 % and bad
launches for 6.5%. "Weather" a.ccounted
for 3.9% and illness for 2.6%; there were
two cases of the latter, both apparently
Que to fatigue. Among the remainder
were two spins, two aerial collisions, one,
due to bitting a slope and one due to
blocked controls. Tu.g accidents averaged
one per 34,03,1 tows (A v iaspo rr).
SOARING l~ SOUTH
AMERICA - C:OL,OMBlA.

A SMALL but very active gliding club
operates from Guaymaral airfield, neat
Bogota, Colombia, reports Edward Smith.
The site lies on a plain at 8,500ft asl
about 45 minutes' drive from Bogota;
artd the~e are 2,OOOft soarable' ,ridges on
either Side of the fiefd. Conditions are
very good, with strong, therrnals and wave
as well as the ridge.
The club owns a K-13 and a Schweizer
2-22,and there are a syndicate-owned
K~6E and an Austria SH-I. A K-8 is at
pres~nt under
repair. Launching is
camed out b.y aerotowing (two Super
Cubs are avaIlable) and the club comprises 20-30 active members.
Several 300km flights have been
achieved by the K-6E and SH-!. The
plain in. which the site and Bogota lie
IS sufficIently large to accommodate
these, but as it is surrounded by the
generally
unlandabfe
Andes
more
ambitious frights have not as yet been
made because of the few landing areas
available. Long flights would have to be
made !it high altitudes (makiri~ oxygen 3,
necessIty) and by hopping from airfield
to airfield.

NEW INN" PEMB,RIDGE
NEARL.Y HA'LF FRENCH ACCIDENTS
DUE TO FIELD LANDINGS

AI.~HqUGH 12 new gliders came' iDto
service iO France during 1971, 20 gliders
were wri tten off.
'The largest category of accidents,
accou_ntin,g for 42 % of a total of abou.t
130. were due to outJandings, and included one fatality. The principal causes
were bad choice of fields, choosing the
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(Nr. Sl1obdon Airfield)

Fully residential 14th century
Inn set in delightful
surroundings in the county of
Herefordshire

Telephone Pembridge 427

NEWS FROM SOUTH W,EST ,AFRICA

THE first Blanik in South West Africa
has arrived at the Bitterwasser centre,
110 miles SE of Windhoek. Being allmetal, it has shown itself specially suited
to the climate, so that the club at Osona,
just outside Windhoek, is thinking of
getting one and selling its K-7.
An Easter camp at Osona Was spoilt
bv rain, and the "pan" (a dried-up lake
bed) in which Bitterwasser is situated has
filled up' with water.
When the gliding season re-opens in
Octo'bee. Bitterwasser expects to get
visitors from far and wide-they have
already come from Germany and Colombia. The owner is Peter Kayssler, Bitterwasser, PO Rehoboth Station, South
West Africa, and his winch will launch
you to 3,OOOft (Wings over Afrjca).
NEW AUSTRIAN ALPINE CENTRE

AN airfield has been established specially
suited to those who ~e new to mountain flying at Scharnstein ,in Upper
Austria, 12 mUes east of Gmundenl
Traunsee. Tugs and charter sailplanes
for hire are laid on. The approach from
the Salzburg-Vienna motorway by the
Vorchdorf exit avoids crossing any'
Alpine pass. The airfield has excellent
thermal conditions and motor-gliders are
welcome (A erokurier).

THIS IS GLIDING • ••

"SATURDAY afternoon was a mostly
overcast day with some north-west wind.
This was the day in which all pilots new
to the area were given a local check in
the oxygen,equipped Blanik. Little lift
was evident, being of a thermal type not
associated with the clouds.
"Indeed, he areas of lift were marked
by a transparent cloud of ic,e crystals,
almost as if the rising air condensed
straight into ice spicules. With Reg
Moore, I explored these, and with the
lowering sun Shining through breaks in
the higher cloud ~over, the sky around
us was filled with horizontal lances of
light. The nearest crystals flashing past
<ippeared as elongated streaks and those
further away moved slower .and slower"
and the distant specks drifte<1 slowly by.

"Reg and J were spellbound by this
sight of th:e whole sky in liquid motion
around us. Towards the sun, but below
the horizon, was a narrow slash of
vertical light, reflecting from the ice
crystals and travelling along with us.
This intensified to a glaringly bright
mock. sUn a similar distance below the
horizon to that of the sun above."
Extract from "The weather factory,
Kosciusko" by Barry Wrenford, an
account of a wave c~mp ill Australia
published in AU$tralian Gliding, April
1972.

OBITUARIES
GERALD ONSLOW SMITH

'THE
sudden de.ath of Gerry Smi,th on
November 11 at the age of 66 years

severs one of the few remaining links
with the commencement of gliding in
the North Midlands. The exploits of the
Golden Wren team in the early 'thirties
read more Ii~e fantasy than fact.
Gerry joined the Matlock Gliding Club
in 1930 and had his first ground slide in
an open Primary 011 June 22. After much
frustration, inseparable from learning to
glide in those days, he obtained his "A"
certificate: (No 192) on August 30, 1931.
There was little future for him with the
Matlock dub and its single Primary and,
together with Louis Sla,ter, he joined the
London Gliding Club in September 1931.
Louis, £Tom Mallock, used to pick. up
Gerry in Derby on a Sunday morning
and together they would hot-foot it down
to Dunstable in a bull-nose Morris, a
round trip' of 300 miles. for the chance
of a bungey launch in an o~n Primary.
After completing their training at Dunstable, they came to another dead end.
They solved this by constructing the
Golden Wren, modifying the design as
they went along. Louis said that-they
sawed up the whole ,lot from one tree.
It seems incredihle today to think that
the Golden Wren waS completed in 18
months, test-flown with only a bungeylaunch to six feet and taken straight to
Sutton Bank to take part in the National
gliding contests the following week.
R. G. Robertson, the third member of
the team, won the toss and had the first
fljght and Gerry and Louis celebrated the
successful outcome by flinging their arms
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THE T~CHNOLOGY AND

-----smow

ELL .

--.,

~LPLANES ~

SCIENCE O'F

MOTORLESS FLIGHT
Copies of the 370·page Proceedings of
the Internat,ional Symp::lsium held at
M.LT. in October 1972 are now available, at $6.00· postage paid from:
MITSA Proceedings,
Bldg. N52-39.5,

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE;
CHESHIRE.
postcode: SK6 7JW
A.R..B., B.GA. P.FA Approved

M.I.T.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139. U.S.A.

All METAL TRAILERS FOR
All TYPES

.' or 250p

Telephone: 061·427 2488

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTO
announce the

Y.B.53 SOVEREI'GN
All metal two·seater
(A development of theSlingsby T.53)

Deliveries eommenci,ng April 1973
For details contact

Gerry Kemp or Jim Beck, Melmerby 391
MELME;RBY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
GREEN LANE., MELMERBY, YORKSHIRE
(2 miles N.E. of Ripon)

round one another. "It flies! It flies!"
shouted Gerry. It did, indeed!
Up to the outbreak of war, he was the
outstanding pilot at Camphill and enjoyed an international reptltation. He was
a member of the British team at the
international competitions at the Wasserkuppe in July, 1937.
An engineer by profession, he was employed at ~ol1s-R<:,Yce, engaged on experimental mstallatJon~ of propellers and
engines. Many a SpItfire pIlot would
have cause to be grateful to Gerry and
his fellow engineers for the heroic work
they did on installing the constant speed
and variable pitch propellers while the
Battle of Britain was at its height.
To recount the exploits of the early
days, which now seem so far away, does
little to recall the man. Those of us who
knew him will remember him best for
his puckish humour, his enormous enthusiasm and the delicate skill with which
he tackled any job requiring the use of
tools, and not least, for the sudden
flashes of simulated temper. instantly
belied by the twinkle in this eye. He was
one of the props, on which our club at
Camphill was built. Let us hope that his
name will not be too easily forgotten.
BERNARD THOMAS

GEORGE NUNN

THE death occurred on Friday, January
5, 1973, at his home in Cornwall. of
Flight
Lieutenant
George
Nunn,
RAFVR<T). agc<l 60.
Flight Lieutenant Nunn joined the Air
Training Corps gliding movement soon
after it was formed in 1941 as a civilian
instructor. He was one of the few who
helped get the movement going in those
difficult times. For many years he instructed in the solo method of training
at RAF Kidbrook, Gravesend, West
MaIling and Detling. He was commissioned in the Royal Air Force Volunteer
Training Branch in 1943, and served with
Nos 141 and 615 Gliding Schools at
Detling and Kenley, and was Officer
Commanding of the latter for some 10
years.
During his command at Kenley he was
responsible for starting air experience
flying which enabled young Cadets under
the age of 16 to take part in gliding
activities. For over 25 years., George
Nunn devoted all his leisure time to
gliding with the Air Cadets and will be
remembered by many for his pleasant
and unselfish ways.
A. W. WATSON

I BOOK REVIEW I
Stuttgarter Profilkatalog I (Measurements in the Laminar Wind Tunnel of

the Institute for Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics of the University of
Stuttgart. 1962·1972) by D. ALTHAUS. Published by the Institute. Price
DM89. 386 pages, A4.
splendid compilation is another of those fundamental documents like Abbott
THIS
and von Doenhoff's book and NACA Tech Note 1945, which are quite essential

to anybody who contemplates glider aerodynamics. For a long time to come, welllhumbed copies will be at the elbow of every glider-designer in the world.
It is, of course, written in German but there are relatively few words and an
awful lot of diagrams and graphs, most of which are self-explanatory to readers with
a reasonable knowledge of aerodynamics. The conventions of German symbolism
ll1ay not be entirely familiar to English or American readers, but a list of contents.
,~ IIs~ of symbols and a description of the experimental equipment is provided in
EnglIsh .
. The body of the document deals mainly with the FX-series of wing sections
deSigned by Professor Wortmann. After some introductory remarks, there are about
70 pages of theoretical velocity distributions. 36 pages of aerofoil ordinates and 42
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pages showing the aerofoil shapes. Then folIow about 200 pages of experimental
results. In the main, these ,consist of the usual curves of drag and lift coefficients .. ~
various Reynolds Numbers. All the familiar FX-sections al'e here, with a large
number of results not previously published, Flapped aerofoils are displayed in great
detail, with very useful data on flap hinge-movements. A section on special aerofoils
includes Si gm a's and FX30/2.0, which has a 100% single-surface flap in sailcloth.
Of particular interest are the special measurements: flaps at large deflections,
conventional airbrakes of assorted sizes and locations at various openings, effe.ct of
brakes on the upper or lower surfaces only, combined effects of brakes and flaps,
rotating trailing-edge airbrakes and flaps-eum-airbrakes. FinalIy, neW measurements
on a few NACA sections are presented, mostly showing rather better results than the
original NACA figures. In particular, our old friend 633-618, of Skylark fame,
emerges remarkably well. It was also gratifying to see confirmation of a result
obtained in some Imperial College tests and later used in the stressing of the "Dart":
that in some circumstances, conventional airbralces can produce a local negative lift
coefficient which varies only slightly with incidence.
The format of many of the graphs is not above criticism. Many of them lack a
grid, doubtless to avoid confusing the picture, but anyone trying to extract quantitative figures would have to insert his own. Also, some of the labelling is very small
and difficult to decipher. The overalI production appears to be by Xeroxing typescript, computer print-outs, and hand-drawn curves. These, however, are smalI
criticisms in view of the enormous effort involved and the immense value of the
end-pr,oduct. At DM89, it is not cheap-but it is worth every Pfennig.
r

F. G. IRvt'NG

( CORRESPONDENCE)
PETER FULLER'S ART
Dear Sir,
I would like to say how much Fuller's illusUations add to my enjoyment of
reading my copy of S&G.
Coming from a family of artists I know that an occasional word of approval (or
even disapproval) is a heap better than total disregard. So, well done, Fuller! I
admire the humour and professionalism of your drawing. S&G would be the poorer
without it.
Fores.t Row.
N. CRANFIELD
ON GLIDING FOR mE BJ1U>S
Dear Sir,
May I reply to Mrs Partridge's article, in the last issue? Yes, Rhoda, I do agree
with your latest agony column; it is difficult for young women, especially with a
family, to continue gliding. But do look out, I am close behind you---ehild rearing
and all to slow me down!
But seriously, I'd like to encourage girls to keep on gliding after they are married
and even during the period of babies and toddlers.
There are four points to follow, all pretty essential, if a young mum is going to
continue with the sport.
First, and most important, one must marry a chap who, as weH as being keen
on gliding, will be prepared to help with the youngsters and also share the available
money. (Thank you, Richard.)
Secondly, one must have determination! This is very necessary for a woman
pilot, .as pregnancy will cause her to become a home-loving cabbage (interested only
in knitting and decorating the spare r,oom). This natural mental state must be fought
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or you will find it very difficult to return to gliding, and you'll be starting from
scratch again, Keep in practice; on the two-seater latterly,
Thirdly, for babies and. toddlers on the field, a nice big estate car is an advantage,
and a handy tow rope to tie 'the child to, and plenty of food, toys, etc, etc, It is
really necessary to be able to tak;e the car to the launch point, if you have little 'uns
with you, Which brings me to the fourth requirement:
A sympathetic club. We can't possibly get there at 6,30am with the tribe. My
thanks to both Cambridge and Doncaster clubs, where this was hardly ever a
problem for us.
So girls"~d'on't give up, all is possible. And once you and your husband get into
a syndicate, life becomes plain sailing; or should I say driving!
Cambridge.
ANNE WAl.KER
TEACHING AEROTOWING
Dear Sir,
As an instructor who has always taught my pu,pils to Use the rudder when being
aerotowed, your article in the December 5&0, p488 forces me to defend. my methods.
In aerotowed flight the forces acling on the glider include both control inputs and
the pull exerted by the tow rope. Assuming a nose-hook forward of the centre of
gravity and a glider with normal spiral instability characteristics., if the glider is
laterally displaced from its central flight path the tow rope will have a sideways
component of pull. Uncorrected, this will induce yaw and roll towards the centre
line of the tug. If it is desired to hold an abnormal .lateral position it is n~essary to
apply both rudder and aileron to oppose the yawing Il)oment of the rope. If the
aircr.aft is left la it~lf with the coo troIs held central it will turn through the cen,tre
line of' the .lug. The cause of a lateral divergtnce, apart from a cross-wind on take-off,
is flying the ghder with its wing other than parallel with the wings of the tug. At
towing speeds a very small difference in bank angle causes the two aircraft to follow
very different rates of turn. producing a rapid lateral diver·gence.
When pupils become displaced to one side they instinctively tUTn towards the
centre line. Ignorant' of the added yawing morn<:nt of the rope they inevitably overshoot and repeating the manoeuvre from the other side induce a Dutch roll of larger
amplitude. My practice in such a situation is to teach the pupil to hold' the abnormal
lateral posifion momentarily by application of rudder and aileron to oppose the
Yawing moment of the tow rope. Although apparently flying with unusual controls,
these control inputs simply oppose the external yawing moment and the glider is in
balanced flight. I then demonstrate the yaw and roll that will occur if the controls
are centralised. After returning to the lateral position it is easy to demonstrate a slow
return to the centre line by progressive red,uctiQn of rudder am! aileron.
Vertieal station keeping is a function of the elevator. Here the trim is pre-set,
not to prevent the aircraft from climbing but to ensure that ilt is controllable after
ta'-e-off. Tbe advice to hold the stick fully back is not valid for tail-skidded aircraft
which should bc' gently rotated on to the mairt wheel. Some gliders are helped by a
positive lift off at a predetermined speed. 1n tlTe air, I teach slow vertical movement
rather than a stepped adjustment of height but here I suspect our differences are
more theoretical than rea1. Pupils should be shown the effect of descending into the
shpstream to avoid the surprise they could' have on encountering the large rolling
turbl)len~ f,ound therein. There should also be a rigid rule that if ever the glider
pilot loses sight of the tug he must release.
Aerotowing can be taught by these instructions:
I) Always control the. angle of bank with aileron so that the wings of the glider
are parallel to the wings Qf the tug. When applying aileron use rudder with the
a~leron in the Qonnal manner to oppose adverse yaw.
~J With the wings of the gliQer held parallel with the wings of the tllg, movement
In the yawing plane is controlled by the towrope and the rudder. If displaced laterally,
oPPOse the yawing moment of the towrope with rudder, then slowly relaxing the
pressure on the rudder, allow the glider to, move .a.cross to the Centre line..
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3) Vertical positioning is controlled by the eleva,tor, only very slow adjustmefl'ts are
required and hence only very small stick deflections.
Boscombe Down, Wilts.
R. P. SAUNDBY
writes: In answer to Wing Commander Saundby's interesting comments, I agree that some of the problem is caused by the pull of the toW' rope.
However, even without this yaw, the beginner attempting to get back into line is
bound to overshoot the centre line unless he turns back slightly tne other way in
the form of a gentle S. Otherwise the longitudinal axis of the glider is still pointing
off to the side, when the wings have been levelled.
The main thing which causes trouble is the student's inability to spot when his
wings ate not parallel with the tug's. If they are h.eld parallel using the controls quite
normally, there is no problem and the glider ",ill always tend to move itself back
into line.
In fact we are both advocating very similar methods of stopping the oscillation
-that is, by telling the student to bring the wings level and stay out to the side for
a few moments rather than attempt to get back straight away.
In my explanation, I tefer to perfectly normal control movements of stick and
rudder. The instructors I was criticising were the ones who merely say that yOil
should keep behind the tug with rudder alone.
The advantage of suggesting that the student should make vertical moves a
little at a time is that most beginners seem very slow to spot the changes and this
prevents them from going quite so far from one extreme to another.
Of course, as they become more skilled they cease to do this and they learn to
be competent to use a very gentle but normal -turn to get back to the centre line
instead of sitting out to ope side for such a long time.
There were very maQY points which I did not cover as it was not intended to be
a fully comprehensive art'icle on the art of aerotowilllg.
DEREK PIGGon

CONTEST BRIEFINGS
Dear Sir,
Each year a large number of people make tremendous efforts to run competitions,
and we are all grateful that this is so. However, drawing: on experiences of myse-Jf
and others, it, seems that there is one facet of 8ritish .~ompetitions which could be
improved. I refer to briefing,s held before the meteorological situ.ation has clarified
sufficiently fot a definitive task to be set so that alternatives are proposed or a neW
task announced on the grid.
This p<Oltential source of confusion might be avoided by dite€ting pilots to rig
and tow out if thete is any possibility of a task that day. Briefing could then be held
when the task had been fi)l:ed and the first talce-off could follow the end of. briefing
as close as 15 minutes. Bonuses might be a reduction of pressure on the Met man
and greater flexibility for the task-setters.
I trust everyone will read this in the intended spirit of constructive sugge5tiol'1.
Haversham, Bucks.
E. J. C. V.>\NN

IMPERIAL COLLEGE GC HISTORY
Dear Sir,
Imperial College Gliding Club has now been in existence for over 40 years, and
we have decided to try to trace its history. We already have some information, but a
great deal more is required, and we would be most grateful for any intere5ting photographs, relics or anecdotes, however trivial, which your readers might be' able. to
provide. Also,. we would be interested to' hear from any former members of LC-G.C.
Imperial College G.C.,
NIGEL LEAK
Imperial College Union,
ION .KELSEY
Somh Kensington, London SW?
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,Ad,·erri.oe",enu. "'irh remit/Q/fce, .hp.. /q be unr '" ("I",ron PreJJ Lld., 8110 Porkway,' London,
NW/. Tel. 0/·167 /1115. Rar~ lOp a word. M/ni",..", tI.JO. Box n"",!Hrs 40" extra, Replies to Box
rtumblrs should be senl 10 IIv sanll addr~sJ'.

FOR SALE
TIE & BADGE SPECIALISTS
BADGES. Pri.. ted....sh.bl••-nd Do,,~f.d, •• EMbroidered.
Gold and Silver wi,e for Blazers.
TIES. You, Embl.em either silk $(Ieen printed Of woven.
(o.mpetitive prices fOf atl qWIi1li1ies.
For
PefSOHJ .ttenfio .. en

tn.

MR.AlfClltOOK(Dfl'T. G11. A-D.B.(lONDON)lTD.,
~7BlANDFOt.D STREET,lONDON,W1H 3AF.
Telephone Dl·486 292'·2·3

LIBELLE trailer 26' lightweight, low
profile, £360. 27' trailer metal clad with
fittings for COBRA, £400. Telephone
Bourne End 23458.
QUARTER share Dart 15, instruments,
trailer, radios, oxygen, parachute, barograph, £600. Based at Rooker, Giles, 4
High Beeches Close, Marlow, Bucks.
DART 15 - Superb - ready to fly,
complete with full instruments, oxygen,
parac.hute and trailer. .£2.500 ono. Seen
Long Mynd. Mansell, Mosterley 'Farm
House, Cound, Nr Shrewsbury SY5 6BH.
Tel. Acton Bumell 251.
BRAND NEW KESTREL 19 trailer.
complete. with fittings, ready for immediate dehvery. £450. Contact: R. J. Lyndon. 5 Chiltern Drive, Edith Weston,
Oakham, RutJand.
OLYMPIA 2B with instruments, excellent condition. Based RAF Bicester. Write
Doug Parrish, 15 Lysander, Bicester,
Oxon.

-lOOs Comn No. 28 (performance similar to K-6cR), very goOd condition, fun
panel including Cook Comp<lss and excetlent lightweight trailer. Rigging simple
and quick. £1,800 ono. Tel. Boston 4643.
SKYE A.D.C. Mk nand Ferranti Mk 5
horizon with inverter. Offers. Sperry
Mk 3b horizon with inverter, £39. Pye
Ra~ger groundset 130.4 with magnetic
aenal, £28. Cheddington (02%) 668119.
G~UNAU BABY 2B, C of A to August

~73, basic instruments, available midlarch. Best ·offer over £350. N. S. Calaudfetla, $3 Station Road, Lakenheath, Sufolk 1P27' 9JB.

ALFA ROMEO 1750 Berlina Saloon.
Available March 1973. witb full tow bar,
heavy duty rear suspension and wiring.
Ideal multi-purpo.se family ftowing/bird
catching car. £850. Hearne, Maidstone
812385.
UNIQUE T-2IA. Complete, full instruments, £1,000. Grunau, plus trailer, £500.
Prefect plus trailer, £600. All C of A,
vgc; professionally maintained. Pieces of
Sky, £120. Secretary, TSSC, RNEC,
Manadon, Plymouth.
AUSfER Tugmaster Gipsy Major 10/1,
fine pitch metal prop, C of A due June
1973, full dual, three seats, engine hours
only 200 since new. Over £1.000 spent
since 1970, will sell to best offer. T. G.
Phillips, Clarence, Esplanade, Tenby,
Pembs.
BLANIK, complete with full instrument
panel~ including A/H and Audio Crossfell and oxygen front and back. Also
radio and fully fitted metal trailer. All
in first class order. being privately owned
from new. Tel. Stratford-on-Avon 2650
(business hours).
DIAMANT 18, fully instrumented. Rated
L/D 45: I at 51kts, min sink 1.7ft at
38kts. BGA handicap 80%. Sailplane
trailered on cradle trolley within normal
trailer and pulls out complete on cradle
for easy rigging and stowing. Tel. Stratford-on-Avon 5939 (evenings).
DART 17R. Built 1967. Resprayed and
in excellent condition. The last and best
17ft ever made, with Wonmann leading
edge. Basic instruments and trailer.
Available immediately. Phone Stratfordon-Avon 2650 (daytime), 5939 evenings).
FOR SALE-New Kestrel 19 metre,
never flown, available March 1973. BQX
No. SG 393.
PHOEBUS C with virtually new and
immac\llate Speedwell trailer and GQ 737
parachute, £3,400 ono. Contact Richard
Brisbourne., 01-4406%5.
Share in K-I3. fully equipped, based
Red hill. Exceptional opportunity. Phone
01-422 2222.
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FOR SAI,,15 (continl,led)

K-6E with L/W trailer. All in immaculate
condition. Instrument.ed. Full C of A.
£2,800. View RAFGSA, Bicester 2491
Ext 35.
SKYSURFER Magazine. Foot-launched
gliding $7.00/yr. Box 375, Marlboro,
Mass. 017S2, USA.
SKYLARK 2B with trailer, both good
condition, no instruments. Phone Wilson,
01-261 8079 or Farnham 3866, evenings.
K-6E for sale. £2,500. Can be Seen at
LGC, Dunstable. Tel. 01·959 5336.
FALKE SF-25 Two-seater powered sailplane. £1,800. Swinn, SCl1gdale Hall,
Swainby, Northallerton, Yorks. Tel. Hntton Rudby 700553.
DART 17R seeks new home. Full instruments; horizon, ASI, Altimeter, PZL
vario, compass, sky vario +audio, stop
clock, lightweight open trailer; C of A to
end June. Offers to Michael Pope, 123
Woodsford Squar~. London W14. 01-603
8769· evening, 01-995 319'1 office.

OLYMP'IA 460 with instruments and renewed C of A but without trailer. Offers
over £1,450. Seen Long Mynd. Ainscough, 5 Wetherby Close, Fordhouses,
Wolverhampton. Te1. 783815.
SLlNGSBY T-61 Falke. Built lune
Total time 200 hrs. Clir1'l. heat,
wheel, bargain £3,500. J. Brywn,
lington Lodge, Hi 11 sbonmgh, N.!.
HilIsborough 580.

1971.
large
WelTel.

FIFTH
of PIRAT.
Booker-based.
Trailer, radio, excellent, £325. Bowden,
3 Belmont Road, London N.15', or Ol-802
4241, ext 35 day.
NEW TRAILER suitable any single'seater. Martin Seth-Smith, The Triangle,
Wildhern, Andover, Hampshire.
K-6E. Iow hours, ASI, Altimeter,. Cmssfell, PZL varios, T &5, compa.ss, trailer..
£2,450. Can be seen in England. R.
Heath, 9 Lijsterlaan, 1980 Tervurert, Belgium. Phone 573134.
OLYMPIA 463, excellent condition,
automated trailer, G. Bateley, RAE
Gliding Club, Staff Mess, RAE Farnborough, Hampshire.

GOEVIER-14l m low wing, .canopied
side-by-side two-seater, fuU air and wheel
brakes, belly and nose hooks, complete
with ballast f()r solo flying. Major C of
A May 1971, current ~ of.~ until ,end
May 1973. Complete With retrIeve traIler,
at Dunstabl'e. Phone 01-346 8094.

SCHEIBE F ALKE. Opportunity to purchase fifth share in German-built Falke
owned by private syndicate at &ooker.
Fitted large wheel. carburettor heater.
Only 320 engine hours. £750 ono. B. J.
Willson. 6 Halton Road, Carterton,
Oxon. TeJ: Carterton 7550.

OLYMPIA 463 Comp No. 301 with full
panel and easy load trailer. '\11 in excellent condition. View CamphIlI. E. C.
Neighbour. 061-740 8122 home, 061-236
3377 Ex 7431 office.

FIFTH share SHK (Dunstable based)
£600. Locke, 27 Beechcroft Road, London SWl7, Tel: 01-767 0029.

INSURANCE
We are experts in glider and aircraft
insurance. Let us quote you the

lowest rates with the most reliable
companies. Write to Brian Gudgin,
Marlow, Gardner & Cooke,
254 Lincoln Road,
Peterborough
Telephone 68543
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FOKA 5. One year old, available March.
Tel: Enstone 335.
WANTED

WANTED: old gliding books, plans,
magazines. - in particular, pre-war Sailplane and Glider. Write with offer Box No.. SG 389.
8, 10 or 12K Winter Barograph. Osbome,
26 Penfold Lane, Great Billing, Northampton.
GRUNAU and T-31 fuselage,. instruments, barograph, parachute. State condition, price. Murray, 8 Elm Street, Peterborough.

WANTED Dart !7R, K-61!. Vasama or
similar. Write John Ellis, Craiglands
Hotel, nkley, Yarks.
WANTED-T-3!, Cadet.or Tutol;, state
price and condition, all replies answered.
D. W. Savage, The $chool, Greystone.
Carmyllie, Angus, SCotland. Tel. Carmyllie 265.
DART 17R or K-6E to, purchase outright
or would consider part exchange against
an immaculate K-S. Contact T. H. Reynolds, "Llan-Eden", Manor Orchards.
KnaresboI'ougb, Yoris. Tel, 3504 after
6 p.m.
GOOD PRICE paid for a Swallow in
good condition, with or without a trailer.
A. J. White, 01-876 0723, evenings.
SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR required by
Derbyshire and Lancashire Gliding Club,
May-September, 1973. Applications to
Mr. R. A. Hare, 70 Newman R'oad,
Rotherham, Yorkshire.
WEST WALES GLIDING, Wi th by
Bush Airfield, Pembrokeshire. Resident
HoHdaYCourse Instructor, May to September 1973 inclusive. Must be full rates
and for M. G. Falke or PPL. Free cara·
van accommodation. Write stating experience. and remuneration required to...T . G.
Phllhps. C!arence, Esplanade, l,enby,
Pembs.
COURS-E--IN-S-T-R-U-cr-O'---R-to-a-s-s""is-t-r-e-si"
dent instructor required by MIDLAND
GLIDING CLUB from April I to October 31. I973. Free meals and accommoda.tion' on site. Salary negotiable in the
region of £22 per week. Apply: Chairman, Mosterley Farm House, Cound,
NI'. Shrewsbury SY5 6BH.
COURSE instructors, fuU BOA or ,assist-,
ant rating, and tug pilots required for
1973 summer season,. Apply giving full
details and dates available, to Manager,
Worcestershire Gliding Club, Bidford on
Avon, Worcestershire.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required for
1973 season. March onwards. Must be
fun BGA cat. and pr.eferably PPL holder.
Salary negotiable. For particulars, write
Box No. SO. 392.

VACANCIES
at the
LONDON GLIDING CLUB
DEPUTY CFI. Applicants must have
full BGA cat. and PPL. Permanent
position with accommQCIation is
offered. Salary to be negotiated in
accQrdance with el'iJ)eriel1lce.
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR. Applicants must have full BGA cat. PPL
desirable but not essential. P-reference
will be given to applicants seeking
a permanent position but seasonal
employment considered. Salary in
accordance with experience.

-

Write with details of experience to
The Manager,
London Gliding ClUb,
Dunstable Downs,
Dunstab'le, Beds.

FiNANCE

FINANCE for your glider purchases.
Advances made on your present glider.
Peterborough &: Fenlands Finance
Limited, 15 Broadway. Peterborough.
Telephone 66191.
PUBLICATIONS

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly,
publication of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Prep.arc yourself for the 1974
World Championships! A complete
coverage ()f ,Australian soaring and exclusive features of international interesL
Subscription £30T $7.50 U.S. to Box
1650 M, G.P.O. Adelaide, South
Australia 5001.
"SOARING"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box 6607"1,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: $S.OO outside USA; apply
to your post office for a form.

11 will. o( eauru. bt undv$/oor! Ihor lilt BrlllJh GUIlI,,;' ~'fJoeiOllon ~Oilil(" o«ertr ffJptlflJlbl1Jly
( Or Ih. elalmJ mad. by ad.orllu,. In "SiJllplont and GlIdrng •
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CONTRIBUTORS PLEASE NOTE

Copy and photographs for the April/May issue should reach the Editor, S&G,
281 Queen Edith's Way. Cambridge, telephone Cambridge 47725, not later than
February 14.
Copy and photographs for the June/July issue should be sent to the Editor not
later than April 18.
December 11, 1972
ANGUS-second year's
progress

CIVIL SERVICE (AQUILA)derigging by lamplight

THE club has had a good second year.
Although operating from an east coast
seaside site, we have done well for theTmal soaring and have had a little Wave
soaring. Financially we are well in the
black. With only one two-drum winch
we made over 4,500 launches during the
year and Bill Buchan is now building a
second two-drum winch.
Club gliders comprise a T-21, a Bocian
and an Olympia. We are now thinking of
buying another, higher-performance solo
glider. In addition, lan Jamieson has
brought his Falke from Aboyne for the
winter. and it is being well used by club
members. The Club's first syndicatea
glider, a K-6E, has appeared.
During the first year, flights of about
half an hour were considered noteworthy.
However. this year has produced so
many good flights that 30 minutes produces little comment.
Our dinner dance was held in the
Viewfield Hotel, Arbroath, in November.
It was, like last year's. do, a great
evening. We were pleased that our friends
from Deeside Gliding Club and the
Tayside Flying Club could attend.
J.S.
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DESPITE having to derig each evening
(planning permission for our hangar has
still not arrived) it is most encouraging
to note that our launch rate has increased during the past year, although,
in common with most clubs restricted to
weekend flying. bad weather has caused
a slight drop in number of hours flown.
The recent addition to our equipment of
a twin-drum diesel winch will, we hope,
enable us to fully utilise our fleet of five
gliders and the syndicate Grullau.
Twenty members of the club visited
CamphiJl in September. Although wind
conditions were calm for the greater part
of the week, most members tried their
hands at ridge soaring on the Fri!,lay.
Back at Hinton, the members who
could not go to CamphiJl did some sterling work on the winch. This resulted in
our obtaini.ng some very good launches.
The president, chairman, committee
and all members sympathise with our
CFI on his abortive Gold triangle. However, although the flight may not have
been outstanding the retrieve certainly
was and indirectly proved that lady
members can derig T-21s by lamplight.
E.A.C.

COVENTRY - the finer points

THE winter is upon us at Husbands Bosworth and we have all become accustomed to circuits and bumps; a time to
brush up the finer points of our flying.
The membership continues to expand
and recruitment begins for helpers at the
Nationals fQr 1973. Instead of spanners
and tow-rope splicing, paint brushes and
broom manipulators have become the
,order of the day to make the buildings
Jook spick and span. Everyone is looking
forward to the new season with vigour
and enthusiasm.
1973 promises to be a very important
year at HB, with the possibility of t.he
arrival of a motor ghder and the begInning of the construction of the bunkhouse.
All efforts have gone into making the
winter pass as quickly as possible with
several social evenings. We have shown
many full-length flying films and included
an instructional film on "How to Murder
Your Wife". All proceeds will go towards
new kitchen ,equipment.
V.G.
DEESIDE-Aladdin's cave

"QUIET American?" quoth I, "there's
no such thing!" But 1 was wrong, for
during an October visit to Aboyne John
ontieth, a Quiet American from Ohio,
met Mike Mahon from RAF Marhamalso on a visit. While frustrated club
pilots were bJinkered by employers
against the wondrous displays of lenticulars and chained to the cbattels of their
honest week-day toil, these two, ChllCkling into their oxygen masks, rode the
Deeside wave to 25,OOOft in our club
Capstan. Having climbed around 22,500ft
from the release point. they are claiming
a new UK two-seater height record.
Also visiting in October, a group of
lads from Bicester found Deeside a veritable Aladdin's Cave filing, as they did.
eight Gold and five Diamond height
claims while Stoart Harries, from
Australia. flew our aged Swallow to
26.oooft. .
. Not all the wave has been used up by
VIsitors, however; Roy Wilson achieving
the first 5-hour leg in wave from Deeside
and two otlters missing it by less than 15
lTimut,es. Five club members have notched
up Gold heights, aJl this high altitude f1y-

ing more than justifying the installation
earlier this year 01 oxygen equipment in
the club gliders.
At Deeside we launch only by aerotow while our "neighbours" of the Angus
club use only winch launching. A reciprocal membership arrangement has been
working very much to the mutual advantage of members of both clubs, while
Norman Middleton's Auster, our standby tug. has spent some weeks at Milltown.
Affiliated clubs from Aberdeen University and Robert Gordon's College of
Technol~gy have brought in some abinitio faces. These are most welcome. as
are the new members who joined as a
result of recent publicity efforts.
J.S.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRECFf Boyle retires

DAVID PILLANS has now taken over
the flying helm at CamphiJI. being appointed CFI with effect from January I,
1973. Alan Beckett is to be his deputy.
Our thanks go out to Eric Boyle, who
has worked so hard and enthusiastically
over the past few years, giving up so
much of his time in this exacting and
responsible position. We are assured that
he will still be much in evidence at
Camphill and will be able to spend more
time flying his own aircraft now he has
handed over to David.
One of our instructors. Andy Miller.
recently attained his Diamond height on
a trip he made to Aboyne with the Fenlilllds club.
The Army have now moved in on the
airfield with an assortment of bulldozers,
earth-movers and sundry six-wheelers and
are busily tearing away at wall roots and
uneven patches of grouod. Extra care
has to be taken nol to drop cables and I
or gliders on to them in cross-winds. It
all makes life and flying a little more
interesting.
The new car"llvan park is coming to
life with members digging, levelling and
cementing their own plots.
Our summer courses are being filled
and various task weeks are being arranged. All we are waiting for is a summer oozing with thermals.

PR
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DEVON &. SOMERSET-pilot
motivation

TORVA SAILPLANES
LTD.
NEW:
Styled glass fibre trailer for
19 metre sailplane
CAMS HELL DOOR
FORWARD ACCESS DOOR
INDEPENDENT SUSPEN"SIOf\j
THIRD JOCKEY WHEEL FOR
GROUND HANqUNG
FULL AUTOMATION DEVICES
AVAILABLE

Also available in sizes to suit

15 metre sailplanes

TORVA:
SPR'ITE. 1 5m G.R.P. Sailplanes
SPRJNT.15m

INSTRUMENTS AND OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT INCLUDING THE
LIGHTWEIGHT AaA Ecenomiser
for panel mounting in limited
space, withheigh't indicator for
flow control. Bottles available too!

TORVA SAILPLANES LTD.
Works:
Outgang Lane, Pickering.
Yorkshire. 'Tel. 3491.
Sales EnquIries:
Westland Road,
Park Farm Industrial Estate.
:Leeds LS11. Tel. 709111
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IT is s~rpi"jsing sometimes to find what
motivates glider pilots. 1 have just returned from a not very promising week:
end at the site when the line-up at launch
point was so grea,t that the CFI bad to
ask private owners .who had already
flown to withdraw. There does ~m to
be a pattern Which produces a heavy
demand to get airborne after a few weeks
of unftyable weather and one can only
suppose that fiying a glider is addictive
and demands sati~faction!
Despite the lack of a tug aircraft. ours
being under repair, our launches for the
months of October and November topped
800. The recent gales of wind and rain
have tested the dUb structures and the
e<j,llipment. to the limit and we are grateful that the' access lane is still navigable.
The members who put in ~o mueh hard
wor!l;,. and hardcore,: on this project must
be pleased. The cost exercise on meal
vending machines, mentioned in the last
issue, indicated that this method of feeding would not Ix: economic so we still
rely on the "faithful female" brigade.
A.E.R.H_
ENSTONE ,EAGLES - join together,
501'0 together

IN common with most 'clubs we have to

report a rather disappointing soaring
,season, but although cross-countries were
somewhat few and far between some
Silver and Bronze legs were obtained.
Our task week at the beginning of the
season was, once again, washed out (or
should it be 'blown oul'?), but being
suckers for punishment we will try again
in f973.
Our launch rates bave shown some improvement. due mainly to Our mOst successful auto-towing operations using
nylon tow rope. We have found ,this type
of rope very easy to handle and obtain
upwards of 300 launches from each
length. We regret to report that in our
first ever accident we lost our T-21, fortunately without serious injury, but were
able to obtain a replacement aircraft
(another T-21) within a week; and this
machine has already done more tban 300
launches. We are also pleased to welcome
three new syndicate machines to Enstone

-another Olympia, a K-6 and the first
syndicate formed. by ~embers trained
within the club with their Swallow.
Our training prograrnm~ is going ahead
well with flying continuing throughout
the winter months. Congratulations to all
'first solos', particularly to the four
members who, after joining the club on
the same day, soloed together Qver one
weekend. Our CFI, John Thome, regrettably announced his resignation from this
post which he has held for a long time
and we would like to take this opportunity to thank him most sincerely for
all his good work in the past. We are
pleased to report that he is remaining in
the club and hope he will be able to find
more time to enjoy his F9ka 5 this
coming season. Our new CFI is Dave
Benton, well known in gliding circles at
Lasham and at the Mynd.
Our AGM was held on November 18
and our future policy was fully discussed.
It would appear that our operations are
reasonably secure for the foreseeable
future and we now look forward to
better weather and better soari.ng during
1973.

C.E.H.

was most likely from Black Coombe,
but Tom Wearing in tbe Skylark
was at 5,OOOft about three miles due
west, in a gap that must have stretched
10 miles out to sea-so where did that
come from?
Although a number of the members
can almost smell the proximity of wave
in most unlikely wind directions, Pete
Gillett, no doubt inspired by the S&G
wave statisti(;S, has produced a report
sh.eet based on a local map reproduction,
on which each wave flight is to be detailed, thus building up a picture of precisely what our local sky produces.

R.R.H.
LONDON - costs 20% up in 1973

ALTHOUGH the summer season has
been a poor one, the late autumn and
early winter was reasonably good and
has permitted a fair amount of flying. In
NQvember there were even some strong
therrnals on several days, which is pretty
rare. In spite of this, the Lasham/Dunstable Plate has remained at the 'other
place'.
The annual awards reflect the poor

LAKES-where did that
Wave come from?

IF the weather now becomes unseasonably warm, and canopy interiors resemble portable greenhouses, it will no
doubt be because we have purchased a
Capstan to replace our excellent but very
draughty T-2IB. Our instructors look
forward to sweating out the remainder
of the winter in cushioned comfort, and
ab-initios to sampling our soaring ridges
In their own aircraft with some hope of
getting back to the site.
Our fleet of club and privately-owned
~lrders at present musters eight--quite an
Impressive at ray for a site with little but
\~et to the west, and a sparse population at all other points of the compass.
.More wave in September and October.
WIth a best height by Roger Bull of
13,OOOft; the climb was abandoned at
6kts lift due to a closing gap. This was
In a 300° /25kt wind at ground level. The
nearest high ground with this bearing
from Walney is the Isle of Man, but the
usual veer would probably put the upper
1nd in line wi,th Western Scotland. The
Igh climb was over Duddon Bay and

h.

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE
Phone, Call or Write
J. A. HARRISON (BROKERS) LTD.
.. SECURITY HOUSE"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGHAM BS 6NY
Telephone 021.692-1245 (10 lines)

FOR KEENEST RA T£S,
SERVICE AND SECURITY
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seascrln. The Foster BQomerang was won
by John Cardiff with a 2$Okm out-andreturn, while the Dent Trophy went fo
Mike Garrod with a 300km triangle. This
was the only completed 300km distance
throughout the season. The Dunstable
trophy, for the best flight in a club
glider, was awarded to Geoff Bailey with
a lOO-mile flight in a K-8. There was no
award this year for the best ab-tnitio.
This winter we are faced with having
to rewire the citlbhouse and outbuildings,
this now being about 40 years old. It
seems likely to cost at least {our figures
tl'J put right. Inflatjon and VAT between
them look like adding 20% to .our
annual costs in 1973, and under these
circumstances holding prices level is virtually impossible for any length of time.
The only brief breather is the fact that
annual subs will not be 'Vatted' if paid
before April-perhaps this year members will pay up before the AGM!
After two years as residen~. tug pilot,
Dick Sherwin is leaving us to. seek out a
commerci.al pilot's job in the United
States. Dick has worked extremely hard
to get us !1iloto,rless pilots into the air,
and his eftkient, business-like approach
to the operation, coupled with a hi.gh
standard of pilotage, sholllld offer good
prospects for his future. Good luck,
Dick!
M.P.G.

vice~hairman, and Louis ROller and
Norman Kimberley were elected to the
committee.
October 22 was our best day since tl:1e
last notes. Low cloud kept us grounded
in the morning, but then a good wave
developed in the very strong West wind.
The best climb, to l3,OOOft above the
site, was by Ken Rylands and there were
silver heights for Pam Roberts, Nigel
Palmer and Norman. Kimberley. Three
pilots-and no names here-get too far
behind the hill and landed out. One, sitting in the field with his retrieve \;a.r keys
in his pQ\;ket, had plenty of time to contemplate the booming lenticuIars above.
W.J.T.

MIDLAND - airfield bec::oming
congested

are, therefore, essentially a thermalsoaring club-which explains our lack
of achievements last year. It would be
interesting to know the connection, if
any, between annual rainfall and convection. Records for East Anglia, from
April to October, over the last 60 years,
show total rainfall of 13.7 inches, compared with the 1972 total of 8.96 inches..
It was a good year for fiying training,
resulting in several new solo pilots, the
last being l7-year-old Lynda Hall.

WE have been looking at the numbers of
gljders now on the Mynd. There has
been a surge of members into private
ownership--a pcsitive mushrooming of
syndicates in fact-over the last few
months, and more aircraft than ev.er are
in the air at weekends. With out relatively small field, there is obviously a
limit to the numbers we can fly at any
one time, and this limit we are fast
approaching. Even now it may not be
possible to take aU the visiting pilots
who wish to sample our site. May we
therefore remind anyone thinking of
bringing their own aircraft to the Mynd
in 1973 to write or telephol]e (Shrewsbury 4131; 24-hour answering service) as
far in advance as possible.
'" At the AGM on December 10, Gerry
Edwards succeeded John Jefferson as
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NORFOLK ~ the reason why?

NORFOLK is flat, very flat. The nearest
ridge is probably 100 miles away an9
the .;;mly wave flying we could offer would
be at low level over the North Sea. We

C.E.H.
OUSE-tug s.tlmulates f1yin!il

THE club has acquired a tug and the
advent of tbe Condor has resulted in ()ur
best year's flying yet-nearly 800 hQurs.
baving been logged so far. Coincident
with this record number of hours, membership, has reached an all-time high of
170.
Despite the poor year with regard to

IRVIN TYPE EB.69
LIGHTWEIGHT
PARACHUTE
ASSEMBLY
A compact parachute designed for
low-profile gliders fitted with moulded
reclining seats.
The EB.59 is suitable for Ubelle,
AS-W.15, Phoebus, Standard Cirrus,
Kestrel and Nimbus sailplanes, and
certain light aircraft.
FOI full dolails wlil~ 10 SERVICE MANAGER:
IRVIH Great BIitoIn Unllted
Letchworth

Tel. 6262

Hens.
Telex 82198

In"IN
_

SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether your sailplane is
made of wood, metal or glass-fibre.

Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments. aero-tow rope, etc., etc
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Call In, write or pfloneKEN FRIPP,
SOUTHDQWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone: Herrlard 359 or 025 683 359

Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment
Stockists for G.Q. Parachutes
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1fQward Merse.\' (Ouse) abour 10 rake his first
{lighl in Ihe ColJro I j.
Photo: GeoD Mile/reil

weather, our cross,-country mileage is
higher than ever-with more than half of
them being flown by Peter Ramsden,
who won the. club ladder competition for
the third successive year. As P,ete.r is
buying a Cobra for the next' season, we
shall ensure that his launches arc cut at
300ft in order to give the peasantry a
chance!
The annual dinner passed off merrily
in the Merchants Taylor's Hall. York.
The guest of honour was Group Captain
Abel of RAF Church Fenton.
Now that we ha.ve a tug, the wave
seems to have either gone or is late this
year. We know it does appear over the
site, fot' last w.inter a number of machines
star.ted to go up in it after a winch
launch-but ,they had ,to come down at
a faster rate, because they were the
hangar flights! We can only hope it wiU
re-appear and give us something more
than circuits in the 'brass monk,ey'
seaSon.
E.R.
OXFORD'-club art competition

CLUB activities in the past few weeks
have had a distinctly social emphasis.
Anita Cox and Tessa Stevens -organised
a club Art Competition; this was weB
attended and tbe standard was amazing.
Who was to know such talent lurked?
The clubhouse was transformed both in
warmth and de.coration. Flying models.
hung from the ce.iling, parachute canopies
were draped to soften the corners and
t'her~ Were large aerial photographs of
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Oxfordshire which had members local
soaring in no time.
The classes were judged b:y Professor
Malcolm Laurie, Fit Lt P. Burgess .and
Mrs Taylor. Winners were: Painting,
Arthur Speechley; Models, Peter Bmok.s;
Photographs, Martin Harris; Tile, Geoff
Beeston. The competition was so successful that it was decided to hold it
annually.
The AGM was held on November 25.
There was a. committee change with
Malcolm Roberts replacing' Andrew
Henderson. Yet another ,example of the
poor weathel' was given in the treasurer's
report: It was July before £50 of soaring
money had been e.arned. However, the
year was not as, disastrous as was originally feared because of better weather in
August, Se!='tember and October. Club
trophies were awarded as follows: The
Simpson Cup to Peter Curtis for his
Gold C triangle flight and the Club
Ladder trophy to David Lidbury. Professor Laurie most generously donated tl1:s
trophy, a magnificent recording barograph.
J.R.
SHROPSHIRE - territorial
exploration

OCTOBER 28 must surely have been
the last thermal soaring day of 1912. The
day looked good in the early morning
and by noon good cloud streets were in
evidence with all gliders being launched
straight into lift. The proceeding tenninated at 16.45 with 7,oooft being the
best height recorded.
Once into Novemb~r the weather
changed and the Waves have duly appeared, being very visible and impressive
mid-week but giving way to low cloud
and rain at weekends.
We have inspected the Vale of Llangollen from both air and ground level
with a view to hill soaring and have
identified possible emergency landing
sites. Without penetrating too far up the
valley it should be possible to bill SOar
in S to SW and in N to NE winds..
The airfield DIF faci,lity is now working on 130.4mHz and seems to be very
accurate; it has yet to be tried in earnest.
By the time this note appears, a dinner
will have been held in Chester on December 14 to celebrate our existence.
LP.

SURREY & HANTS-ploug.h·shares,
anyone,?

THE next horse ploughing com~tition
ought to be held at Lasham. The a.lffield
has a distinctly agricultural appearance
at the moment with levelling going onal
the we::;ternend. Many years of landings
in the same places with the same bounces
had produced a 'regular series of bumps,
enough to destroy anybody's confidence
in good touchdowns.
.
New buildings for accommodation and
office space are springing up and our
fleet is being modernised. The trusty
Skylark 4s are with us no more; we had
a stampede of enquirie~ at our ask!ng
price..The PiIatus. B4 gliders are comIng
thi WInter to go Into the fleet where the
Skylarks were-at the. 30-hour sta~e.
With much lighter trallers and easter
rigging there should be less si~hin~ bef re retrieves! The Kestrel tnulcr LS all
but complete-at a total cost of about
£200. incidentally-and .awaits its occupant.
C.L.

the K·13 to 9,300ft in company with
Treble Threes again. There was. gre~t
activity as both the Capstan and Blafilk
had landed out to avoid storms which
crossed the site. Tony Hunt managed to
take the Compton Abbas K-6CR to
12,5OOft, while Brian Edwards had the
glazed look of someone wbo ~ad been
in wave for the fil;St tlme--on hiS second
aero-tQw too! He wisely abandoned his
climb in the club Swallow to avoid ,the
same storm and landed safely at the site.
For determina'tion, ,the prize must go
to K. Mitchell, who tried for 4f hours
to ward off the cold for his S hours. His
heels were still sore the next day.
We did not know it then. but that was
the last of the wave.
It did re-appear on Saturday, but by
this time the tug had departed. because
of impending snow warnings, for Compton Abbas.
We welcome any weekend expedition
to our site (phone Raglan 536.), especially
if they arc accompanied by a tug. The
club height rcc(lrd is still 20,OOOft.
I.H.S.

U K-wave week

A SUCCESSFUL week was held which
started with some local soaring on Saturday, November 17, and Sunday, November 18. Sunday ended with floods over
the roads to· the site in the evening. Monday and Tuesday were only just flyahle
with unstable NW winds and huge cunims.
Wednesday was the first wave day,
but the tug was unserviceable. T~ny
aze kiJldly saved the day by arriVIng
with full tanks to drag all three twoseaters and six single·seaters into the
Wave. The best climbs were by Andrew
David in a K-6E and K. Mitchell in the
Compton Abbas K-6cR to· 1l,OOOft I
was deposited at 3,OOOft, sinking to
2.S0Oft before climbing in company with
the three two-seaters to 5,500ft. Peter
Cotterell made 7,Oooft in the Blanik,
\ hile Ray Stafford-Allen, with his son
Peter, could be beard talking to LGC
extolling the virtues of the view trom
'Treble Threes'.' .
By the time I got to the site on Thursday, our Cirrus had been up' and down
from 14,3OOft in ·the hands of Bob Cunningham and the best of the wave ha,d
gone, but 110t before P. France had taken

The best side of a lenticlllar; near Usk
Photo: 1 W Shullock
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YORKSHIRE - Sportex exhibition

THE last cross-countries of the season
took place on a sparkling Friday in late
September when four club members flew
a total of 600kms on out-and-return
flights to Barnard Castle and Newcastle.
Bar profit soared during the month of
October. when members of the Four
Counties gliding club visited us; they
also had some pleasant flying and managed two Gold heights in wave.
Public courses again proved popular
and enjoyed a high proportion of soarillg.
Midweek activity continued unabated
into the month of November, with visitors from Trent Valley, Lincoln and
RAF Benson taking advantage of the
hill-lift and wave. During one week no
less than II five-hours were flown. three
by our own club members.
Our stand at the Sportex Exhibition in
Harrogate aroused considerable interest
and we appreciate the efforts of Barry
and Hilda Gregson in arr~ging and
manlling the exhibit.
.
Airfield improvements are continuin/:
under the supervision. of Mike Benson.
whose hard work throughout the summer
and autumn deserves our thanks. The
autumn draw, which took place at a
party on October 21. raised £250 for
club funds.
S.v.G.

( SERVICE NEWS)
618 GLIDING SCHOOL
(ATC, West Malling)-15,OOOth
launch of 1972 celebrated

ON December 3, 1972, 618 Gliding
School, which operates at RAF West
MalIing, achieved its 15,OOOth training
launCh of 1972.
The aircraft, a Sedburgh T-21. was
flown by two staff cadets of the school.
Sgt Gary Brunning at 17 years of age
was the first pilot, and the second pilot
was Sgt Raymond J. Crawley, also 17
years of age. The first pilot is a 'C'
category inslruc:<>r and the second pilot
is a Grade 1.
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To mark the occasion, illuminated
scrolls were presented to both pilots by
the officer commanding 618 Gliding
School, Squadron Leader G. F. Fuller,
RAFVR<T).
The school has operated al West Malling since 1965, and is tasked to train
cadets of the Air Training Corps and
Combined Cadet Force ,to pre-pilot, proficiemcy (solo) and advanced standards,
The pr.e-pilot standard sets out to
train cadets of 15 years of age to a
standard acceptable for solo training
(proficiency) when they attain the age of
16 years. This qualifies them for the
BGA 'A' and 'B' certificate; and if
recommended for further training they
return to the school at 17 years of age
to undertake training to the advanced
level.
Squadron Leader Fuller, whe has commanded the s.chool for the past four
years. is assisted by six staff oflkers. all
of whom are qualified instructors. and.
together with the other enthusiastic instructors, contribute their time to this
interesting task.
The school is the largest of some 28
similar schools throughout the country
and has a fleet of eight aircraft and a
staff of approximately 50 instructors.
D.S.
CRANWELL - now RAFQSA club

IT must be a few years since Cranwell
last appeared in these columns. but now
that we are a full member of the
RAFGSA, I hope matters will change. A
lot of changes have taken place, and we
are lucky in having the husband and
wife team of Andy and Jaoine Price as

CFl and treasurer re~l?e~tively. The dub
fleet comprises a ~-7, Olympia 2B,
Grunall BabY and two T-2Is, plus a
syndicate Cobra 15 and, of course, John
Delafield's Kestrel 19.
The club is active every weekend from
Cranwell's North Airfield. However,
operaticas are not confined to Cranwell;
on a recent visit to Sutton Bank, lan
Macfadyen completed his Silver C with
a 5-hour duration flight. Emie Taylor
has also completed his Silver C this
summer.
orman Irvine and John MacCaulay
are doing tremendous work ~ebuilding
our caravan, while Dave Hassall is
making great improvements to the clubhouse and bar. For the fut'Ure, club vicechairman John Delafield is taking his
Kestrel 19 to' compete in the South
African Nationals, whilst other members are heading on a reciprocal bearing
to Aboyne in search of stratospheric
wave!
THE POACHER

EAGLE (Detmold) -,review of year

HAVING just completed a very successful year at Detmold we feel we ought to
remind readers that the club still exists
despite these our first notes in two years.
Like many others, we suffered from a
poor soaring season, but nevertheless
completed a r~ord number of lallnches
with a slight increase in hours. Membership numbers were almost doubled so,
not surprisingly, a loss at the end ef 1971
was turned into a hearty profit, in spite
of the expense incurred in replacing the
winch engine and gearbox.
Despite good attempts at 300km triangles by Mafcolm Hook and John Mitchell, and Gold distances by Martin
Hardy and Brian Backhouse, suc~ss
eluded all but Tony Clarke and Geoff
Lenton, who completed the Silver badge
WIth cross-cQuntries.
At the services champ:onships. run this
year by Eagle we could not produce the
champj,on (congratulations to Nick
Nichols of Laarbruch) but we' held
second, third, joint fourth, fifth, sixth
and eighth positions, and Bryan Bowler
Won the special prize for the best overall
performance in a Swallow.
Autumn saw a rush of Bronze legs by
prospective 1973 pundits and the season
ended on a 'high' note with Gold cIimbs

by Martin Hardy, Tony Clarke and. Brian
Back,house.
Now that the winter has stopped
gliding at 'Werrnold' airfield, members
are busily repairing gliders and equipment in time for a recruiting ,drive tQ be
held at RAF Giltersloh in January and
February.
During the year we said goodbye to
Chris Watson, Vic Davenport, Malcolm
Hook, Gordon Berry, Geoff Lenton and
John Berryman.
CFI Alan Somerville has been posted.
We wish him well in his new unit-IO
miles from Detmold!
B.B.
KESTREL (RAP Odlham)-CFI
Ed North retir6s

AFTER many years as CFI, Ed North
has relinquished his position, and his
place has been taken by John Baker, who
recently joined the club. Gordon Barry
has also joined us from the Detmold
cIub and taken over as semi-permanent
winch driver and deputy MT member.
Leigh Hood is still waiting for the army
to tell him where he is posted and at
the moment commutes 300 miles each
weekend to fly witl:j us. Until further
notice he is retaining tbe post of deputy

cFI.

The club has at last obtained its own
t1ubroom and bar. The official opening
took plac~ on November .18. The first
qualification drinks Were bought by Pam
Davis on completion of her Bronze C
and who graciously bought a barrel of
beer. This and a barrel of beer laid on
by the instructors meant that the majority
had free drinks for the duration of the
evening, We were also delighted to
entertain a few of the Abingdon club.
who joined us for the evening, but warn
them that a party will soon be dispatched
to recapture our club sign whichdisappeared that evening!
Our club statistics are down on last
year but we are still knocking on the
5,000 launch mark, which we intend to
beat next year. This should be qui,le easy
with the help of our third winch and
improved weather,
As ever, we extend an invitation to
all who may be passing. If you can't fly
lfi then come by car and swap tales with
us over an ale.

H.R.r.
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SOUTH WEST DISTRICT-ridgQ
adventuring
UNDETERRED by the weather, club
pilots have made use of the wind by
adventuring to the nearby ridge site,
Inkpen, and have had prolonged fljghts
of up to three hours· on the Pewsey
Bowl. We are hoping to find other 'reliable' ridge sites as they seem to be an
ideal solution to pilot frustration caused
by waterlogged airfields.
One keen pilot braved the elements
and soloed in the T-21; we managed to
get a completed acro·tow clearance on
the only stable weekend on November 25.
The club's domestic face has improved
after a spate of trailer painting, hangar
sweeping and general maintenance. The
Olympia 419 has been packed away
ready fbr its shipping to South Africa
and our former CFI, John Evans.
Entertainment this month was highlighted by the marriage of CFI John
Dabill and gave rise to a ~ucc~ul party
on November 18, allowmg ,one week's
recovery time.
I.R.D.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Welcomes private owners, beginners
and holiday members at their unique
site in the Cotswolds. Open seven
days per week. Why not ring the Club
Manager on 045-386 342 or write to:
UISTOl .. GLOUCESTERSHIRE GliDING CLUB
Nympafield. Stone-house. Glos. GL 10 31X

CORNISH GLIDING & FtYINGaUB
Gliding courses in modem fleet ftom MAY
7th - B.G.A. categorised instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal for
a diUerent family holiday.
AERO-TOW AND ~R LAUNCHES
Details with pleasure from: The Course
Secretary. Cornish Gliding & flying
Club. TreveUas Airfield, Penanporth. Cornwall.
T"I. Dhoran U2518
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DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
(ABERDEENSHIRE) LTD.

AEROTOW COURSES
A flexibLe booking system allows the
dual pilot to plan his own programme,
from a concentrated week's instruction to a leisurely rate of progress
with time off to enjoy thE' other
attractions of the area.

WAVE. & THERMAl SOARING
Private owners and other solo pilots
always wekome all year to sample the
excellent soaring conditions available
on Deeslde.
Details from; A. J. Middleton,
56 St. Ronan's Drive, Peterculter,
Aberdeen, AB1 ORD

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
GLIDING nUB
Welcomes flying experts and enthusiasts at its magnificent Peak District
National Park centre. Hill soaring on
west and south boundaries of airfield.
Wave worked up to 21 ,500ft. Modern
fleet. UJrto-date clubhouse facilities,
including heated twin bunkrooms,
sep~rate messroom, showers and
batl1. Cosy bar. Resident stewards
ane·stewardess. For details of cou,rse
write now to Mrs, R. A. Hare, 70
Newman Road, Whiston, Rotherham,
Yorkshire.
Try a trip to

Camphill Farm • Great Hucklow
Buxton • Derbyshire
Telephone: 0288-82-207

*
*
*
*
*
*

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY
INTRODUCTORY COURSES - motor glider
INTERMEDIATE COURSES - motor glider and glider
GLIDER COURSES -ASK 13 Ka 7
ADVANCED TRAINING - arranged to suit you by
DEREK PIGGOTT
AEROTOW AND CAR LAUNCHES - every f1yable day all the year round
DEREK PIGGOn CFt - PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS

The Secretary will gladly send details ot

MEMBERSHIP -

COURSeS -

LASHAM AIRFrELD, Nr. ALTON, HANT'S.

FACILITIES

Tel. Herrlard 210

SOARING IS FUN
For the holiday of your life combine the joys of a gliding
course with beautiful scenery and interesting activities at

SOUTHERN SOARING
We

Cbi;'"

the frustration which means

MORE FLYING
MORE INSTRUCTION
MORE FUN
This is.achiev.ed by an aero-tow (and Motor Falke) system with two resident
fully rated B.GA instructors. Courses are restricted to five persons per 2
str. thereby ensurinq maximum flying, - for you
l;>etails from:
SOUTHERN SOARING
COMPTON ABBAs AIRFIELD
SHAFTESBURY
DORSET
Tel: FONTMEl.b MAGNA 328

AGENTS FOR THE SENSATIONAL PlLATVS 84 A,L1.-METAL
SAILPLAN~ DEMONSTRATION MODEL AVAILABLE NOW
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COME; TO KENT THIS VEAR!
PrOfessl0nal iO$1ruetors fDr ab·initlos,
T-49' and Blanik for advElOced training.
SQuth-west facing r;idge for "C"s and Bronzes,
excellent thermal soaring, aeroto. facilities.
Weekly and fottnightly courses from

£2!l ,..xc. VAT)
Tele-phone Challock 307 or write to the
Kent Gliding Club, ChaUod(, Ashford, Kent.
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: OS82 6341 9
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet ,of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment induding tug aircra.ft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds thr.oughovt
the year,. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekendsor'lly
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors we'lcorne.
WrJte for 1973 course brochure or
club membershitJ details to the
Manager or ring 0582·63419.

There is no better place to fly from than

THE LONG MYND
home of fhe

Midland Gliding Club Limit.ed
WHY NOT COME AND ,SEE FOR
YOURSELF?
Private Owners welcome
(Advance booking necessary)

Holiday courses

April -October

All Enquiries:

Course Secretary
T4JI. Shrewsbury 4131
(24 hour answering service)
Or if you have lime 10 wrile(!)

256 Crowmere ROQd, Shrewsbury,
SY2 SLF

WEST WALES GLIDING CLUB
HAVERFORDWEST
Wilnybu5n Airfield i~ cenlrall-p situated for over 70
mil~5 of Nelional Park coastline and unspoilt beache.\
for your family holidays.

Ab-inifio courses on Falke, Capslllln and 12'18-.
May to October.

Camping and caravan facilitie.s

IVlil• .ble.

Brocnure & fuller informiition from Glidirtg, Secretary:
136 HAVEN RD., HAVERFORDWESr
Tel. Have,fordwesl 3156

WORCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
We regret that we 'cannot offer' a ridge. site to
our v'i$itors-'¥i(l do sometimes get wave, and
thermals ale plentiful ..... but ,*e c;an offer a flat,
sate site, away from airways in the heart of
Shakespeare country.

Modern club fleet of K 135 and Ke, Aerotows are
fast and reliQ.ble With lhe Wilga.
Pundit or beginner ... all are welcome.

+

HolidlY courses - APfil to. September

+

Worcestershire Gliding Club,
Bidfora on Avon, Worcs.
Telephone Bidford 2296

WYCOMBE GLIDING
SCHOOL
AIRWAYS FLYING CLUB
THAMES VAL.LEY GLIDING CLUB
5-da., residential courses from
March to September.
All aerolows and modern training fleet
ensures a 'rouble-free FUN holiday
with the accent on flying.
This excellent thermal site has clubhouse,
bar, canteen and accommodation.
Whether an ab-illitio or an advanced
pilot our 3 professional instruc.tors C3n
cater for all your flying requirement~.
For more detoils apply to:
The Secretary {SGI
Wycombe Gliding School,
Wycombe Air Park, Booker,
Marlow, Bucks.
lel. High Wycombe 29263

COCK 0' THE NORTH 1973
Don't miss your chance to win this coveted title
plus daily prizes. Enter now for the

NORTHERN REGIONALS - 4th-12th AUGUST, 1973
Write now for full details and entry forms 10 Ihe

SECRETARY, YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK. THIRSK YORKSHIRE
Tel. STD. 08456-237

